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The objective of this paper is to present a unified study of multivariate super 
vertex splines with emphasis on the construction procedure and au application to 
least-squares approximation with interpolatory constraints. Both simplkial and 
parallelepiped partitions are studied in some detail, and in the bivariate setting, 
even a partition consisting of both triangles and parallelograms is considered. 
When the polynomial degree is allowed to be sufticientiy large as compared to the 
order of smoothness, it is clear that vertex splines can be constructed by working 
on each simplex or parallclepiped separately as long as certain suitable normai 
derivative constraints are imposed on the boundary faces. Our constructive proce- 
dure will take a different route. Instead of normal derivatives, we impost extra 
interpo!atory conditions at the “vertices.” This gives rise to the notion of “super 
split&’ introduced m this paper. It should also be emphasized that the view point 
of considering a basis of piccewise polynomials with smallest possible supports so 
that the full approximation order is preserved makes vertex splints different from 
the standard approach in finite elements. After all, if the polynomial degree is 
required to be lower, it is necessary to work on at least three adjacent simplices or 
parallelepipeds simultaneously in constructing a basis :>f vertex splines. c: ,990 
hcadcmic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that (polynomial) spline functions in one variable 
provide an extremely useful tool in any theoretical or applied research and 
computational endeavor that requires any form of approximation of only 
partially or even implicitly known functions of one variable. Extensive 
studies on both the theory and its applications are 3vaialable in the vast 
spline literature (cf. [25,4,27]). Recently, there has also been considerable 
progress in the study of multivariate spline functions (or more precisely, 
* Research supported by NSF under Grant DMS 8602337 and SDIOPT managed by 
ITS. Army under Contract DAAI 03-87-K-0025. 
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piecewise polynomial functions satisfying certain smoothness conditions) 
(cf. [9]). In particular, box splines provide a natural and computationally 
efficient generalization of univariate B-spiines on equally spaced knot. To 
generalize univariate B-splines on an arbitrary knot sequence to the multi- 
variate setting, so that important problems such as treatment of scattered 
data can be handled, a natural approach is to give a basis of compactly 
supported piecewise polynomial functions on a given simplicial partition. 
This problem, however, is extremely complicated, and a general approach 
does not seem to be feasible. For this reason, the notion of bivariate vertex 
splines was introduced in [11] in order to give a generalization of the 
univariate C’ cubic and C2 quintic Hermite basis to the two-dimensional 
setting, one advantage being that vertex splines are easily computable. The 
objectives of this paper are to present a unified study of vertex splines in 
any number of dimensions, including both simplicial and parallelepiped 
partitions (and in the two-dimensional setting, even mixed partitions), and 
to discuss an application to least-squares approximation with interpolatory 
constraints. For completeness, even some known results (usually in 
different versions) will be included and verified in this paper, although 
appropriate references will also be provided. Most of the results in this 
paper have been announced in r12]. When the degree rl of the polynomial 
pieces in s-variables is much larger than the order r of smoothness, such as 
d> 2”r -t I as already suggested by [29, 30, 211, the construction of vertex 
splines will be seen to be intimately related to the methods in finite 
elements. Hence, the notion of super sphnes is introduced. These are C 
piecewise polynomial functions with higher order of smoothness across 
lower-dimensional manifolds of the grid of partition. It will be seen that at 
least for d> 29 f 1, the subspace of super splines already gives the full 
order of approximation, namely d + 1. It should be noted and emphasized 
that the notion of vertex splines is not confined to the restriction of 
d > 29 + 1. Indeed, it is the point of view of considering a basis of smooth 
piecewise polynomials with smallest possible supports that separates the 
study of vertex splines from the standard procedure in working on each 
simplex or parallelepiped individually. For instance, in [13], when 
bivariate piecewise polynomials of total degree d on an arbitrary triangula- 
tion are considered, the collection of all vertex splines in C’ cannot be 
obtained by using the standard procedure of the finite element method 
when d = 3r + 2 and r > 2. For this reason, vertex splines will provide an 
important vehicle to introduce spline techniques to the methods of finite 
elements. However, our study of lower degree vertex splines must be 
delayed to a later date (cf. [ 131 for s = 2). It should also be noted that 
vertex splines are constructed only when a grid partition is already given, 
Many methods for generating simplicial partitions can be found in the 
literature (cf. [2X]). 
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The outline of this paper is as follows. Bezier and Bernstein representa- 
tions of polynomials on simplices and parallelepipeds will first be discussed. 
An approach to the use of interpolation conditions at the vertices to deter- 
mine a polynomial on a simplex or parallelepiped will be introduced in 
Section 3. Section 4 will be devoted to the study of smoothness conditions 
of piecewise polynomials. Here, known results in perhaps different 
formulations are included for both completeness and convenience. The 
main section is Section 5, where vertex splines are defined, constructio 
procedures are given for the case d> 29 + 1, and that full approximation 
order is achieved by super spline subspaces via vertex sphnes is verified. In 
Section 6, least-squares approximation with interpolatory constraints wili 
be studied. Examples and graphs on various supports are s 
section. 
2. POLYNOMIAL REPRESENTATIONS 
Let Zc denote the set of all multi-integers with non-negative com- 
ponents in the Euclidean space R”, where s> 1. As usual, for 
cd = (a,, . ..) a,) E z; ) we will use the notations / CI /= CX~ + ... +-g,, 
crl =a,!...cl ,! and xcI =.xT1.*. xp for any x = (x,, . . . . x,) E 
for another ,l3 = (PI, . . . . p,) E Zs+ , /3 ,< CI will mean /Ii < C(~ for all i = 1, . ..> s. 
We will not follow the usual way, 
P(x) = c aaxK, 
EEZS, 
tinite numbers of I f 0 
to express a polynomial P(x), but instead we will use the Bezier polynomial 
representation on a somplex and the Bernstein polynomial representation 
on a parallelepiped. Such representations are independent of the Cartesian 
coordinates and hence provide more convenient expressions for our study 
of piecewise polynomials. This section is divided into two parts so that we 
can study each representation in some detail. 
2.1. The Simplex Case 
Let x0, . . . . x3 E R”, s 3 1. The convex hull 
T, = (x0, . . . . xS) = 
i 
i i,x’: i &= 1, A,> 0 
i=O i=O 
of the set {x0, . . . . x”.) is called an s-simplex if its (directed) s-dimensional 
volume 
1 XY ... x; 
1 , . . 
vol,(xO, . ..) xS) =; : : . . ; 
1 x; ‘.’ xi 
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is nonzero. Here and throughout, we set xi= (xi, . . . . xi), i= 0, . . . . s. 
Suppose that (x0, . . . . x’ ) is an s-simplex. Then any x = (xi, . . . . x,) in R” can 
be identified by an (s + 1)-tuple (A,, . . . . A,), where 
i-1 x, xi+l, . ..) xS) ;li = ai = vol’(xo~;;lx(xo~ xs) . 
s 9 . ..> 
This (s + 1)-tuple is called the barycentric coordinate of x relative to the 
s-simplex T, . 
Note that each Ai = &(x) is a linear polynomial in x. Hence, for p E Zy ’ 
with 181 =IZ, where nEZ+, 
qfl;(i,=;a~ 
is a polynomial in n”,(T,), the space of all polynomials in s-variables of 
total degree <n with respect to T,. In fact, it is easy to see that {@(A): 
1 PI = n} is a basis of rcS,( T,). The polynomial 
P,(x)= c ,p, = a”paa) (2.1.1) 
n 
is called a BPzier polynomial of total degree n relative to the s-simplex T,. 
In addition, the set 
and for brevity {a;>, is called the BCzier net of the polynomial P,. Hence, 
to describe the polynomial P,, we simply write down its Bbzier net on the 
simplicial array. For example, in Figure 2.1.1, we show the Btzier net of a 
polynomial in rci(T,) on a triangular array. 
Let us first consider the properties of differentiation and integration of 
Btzier polynomials. If f is a differentiable function, and A and B are two 
X0 
%m 
a36 ’ a301 
/ \ 
a220 a211 %!02 
/ \ 
a130 a121 a112 a103 
/ \ 
%4--(1031 -Qo** -Q13 --a004 
X1 X2 
FIG. 2.1.1. The Bkzier net of P, in R2 
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distinct points in R”, the derivative of J’ along the directed line segment 
from A to B at x is denoted by 
= (B - A). &x); . ..> &f-(x,). 1 5 
Hence, if y = ( y , ) . . . . JJ,~) = B - A, we have 
I 
D,= f: y-2. 
;=l laxi 
If y = x’ - xi, where xi # xj, however, we will also use the notation 
D,= D,,- x,, i#j, 
To discuss differences, we will use the notation 
Eiaa = a (mo, . . . . li-,, a, + 1, a,+,, ..-1 a,), 
where the (i+ l)st component of the index M = (a,, . . . . 01,) is advanced by 1, 
and we introduce the difference operator 
A,-aj: = Eiaz - Eja: 
We have 
hmfA 2.1.1. For i fj, 
Proof. To prove this lemma, we recall that if xi= (xi, 
x = (x1, . . . . x,~), then 
so that 
(D,P,)(x) = i (xf- x;,; P,(X) 
I= 1 1 
(2.13) 
XL) and 
= (&&) P,,(x). 
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Hence, (2.1.3) follows from a simple change of indices in 
1 n! ,a; 
ag+ ... +a,=n a, ! . . . a,. ( > 
-&g (n;a...a:). 
I J 
For integration of a polynomial on an s-simplex, we have the following 
result. 
LEMMA 2.1.2. For any fl E Zc+ 1 with ( /I 1 = n, 
s <x0, _.., x”> c&@,(x), . . . . A,(x)) dx = “““;$ ‘“‘I. (2.1.4) s 
Proof. Equation (2.1.4) follows immediately from a change of variables 
and an integral formula of the multi-r function. 
Consequently, we have 
COROLLARY 2.1.1. Let 
P,(x) = 1 bp4;MX)Y ...9 4(x))* 
lbl=n 
BfZ$+’ 
Then 
s <x0, p(x) dx = ivols(;;;;’ ‘“)I c b,. (2.1.5) _.., x”) s IBl=n 
PEZs,f’ 
Also, observing that 
we have the following formula for the inner product of two polynomials 
over an s-simplex. 
COROLLARY 2.1.2. Let 
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We refer to [S] and [16] for some other properties of Bezier polyno- 
mials. To evaluate a polynomial in Btzier representation, we may apply the 
de Casteljau algorithm (see, e.g., [7, 2, 15, 3, 141). I-Iowever, to graphically 
display a Bezier polynomial surface P,, we may use the BCzier nets on sub- 
divisions of T, instead of the exact values of P, on T,. Efficient algorithms 
are available and will be discussed elsewhere (see, e.g., [9].) 
2.2. The Parallelepiped Case 
Let (x’, . . . . x2’} be a set of 2” distinct points in R” so chosen that its 
convex hull T2 = (xi, . . . . x2”) is a parallelepiped with s-dimensional volume 
vol,( x1, . . . . x2”) # 0, and call T2 an s-parallelepiped. In this subsection, we 
consider only non-negative scalar-valued s-dimensional volumes. Clearly, 
the (s - 1 )-dimensional boundary of the s-parallelepiped T2 consist of 2s 
(s - 1 )-parallelepipeds, A i , . . . . A 2s, say. Suppose that they are so ordered 
that A,,-, II Azk (i.e., AZkel is parallel to A,,), k = I, . ..) s. For 
x E (xl, . ..) x2’), we let vol,(Ak, x ) be the s-dimensional volume of the 
convex hull of (x, Ak}, k = 1, . . . . 2s. Then we have 
VOL(A2k-1, x> + v4(&9 x> 1 
vol,(xl, . ..) x2”) vol,(xl, . ..) X2j) =s7 
k = 1, . . . . s. Set 
vk=vk(x)=s vol,<A,,-1, x> 
vol,(xl, . ..) XZE)’ 
k = 1, . ..) s. 
Then the barycentric coordinate of x relative to T, = (x1, . . . . x2’> is 
(vl, ..~9 vS). Thus, we may consider polynomials p,(x) of coordinate degree 
0: = (a,, ~.., a,) E ZS, in the form of 
with 
(;I :=(;J..-(::j> 
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If a = (n, . . . . n), y1 E Z + , we will simply write 
- ^ 
pn = p,n. . . . . a)) J; = Jp . ..> n), 6; = (rjcp . . .. n)* 
Also, let Z”,( TJ denote the space of all such polynomials FE and S,( T,) = 
E,, __,, ,,( T2). For convenience, let us also assume that x1 E nk AZk- I and 
X ‘+ 1 E A2i, i = 1, . . . . S, such that vj(xi+ ‘) = 6,, i, j= 1, . . . . s. Then the poly- 
nomial P,(x) in (2.2.1) is called a Bernstein polynomial of coordinate degree 
CI relative to the parallelepiped T, = (x1, . . . . x2’), and the set 
xo+ 1 l/i(xi+l-xl):q (2.2.3) 
yc.0r c(i 
i= 1, _._, s 
or for brevity (a;}, is called the B6zier net of B, relative to this 
parallelepiped T2. In Fig. 2.2.1, we represent a polynomial in Si( TJ in 
terms of its Bezier net on a parallelogram array. 
We now introduce some properties on differentiation and integration 
of the Bernstein polynomials B,. We have two lemmas which follow 
immediately from the corresponding univariate results. The notation 
will be used. In addition, we will set da”, = ii?+ ,i- ii, where 
e’ = (0, . . . . 0, 1, 0, . . . . 0) is the standard unit vector in R” with 1 in the ith 
component. 
LEMMA 2.2.1. Let pa be given as in (2.2.1). Then 
&P,(x) = a, c A,Zi,~;-‘+1(x), . . . . v,(x)). (2.2.4) 
y<a--ei 
a01 j’ _ a11 _ C2l _ 23, ep!’ 
aoo-ala-a7o---a,,--a,~ 
X1 x2 
FIG. 2.2.1. The Bizier net of pk in R* 
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LEMMA 2.2.2. For each y < 01, 
Hence, for H,(x) = C, 6 c( ~y~~(vl(x), . . .. v,(x)) on a ~aral~ele~i~e~ 
(x’, . ..) x2’), we have 
CQROLLARY 2.2.1. 
Observing that 
we also have 
COROLLARY 2.2.2. For any two polynomials 
and 
I’,(x) = C a,&Xv,(x), .-) v,(x)) 
y<a 
on T, = (xl, . . . . x2’), we have 
i <%,, ,,&S> mx) f%(x) dx 
To evaluate the value of H,(x) at some x E (xl, . . . . x2”>, we may use de 
Casteljau’s algorithm a number of times (cf. [3] ). 
3. POLYNOMIAL INTERPQLATI~N 
In this section, we will develop a theory of multivariate interpolation by 
Bkzier and Bernstein polynomials. The results in this section will be used 
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to facilitate our procedure in constructing multivariate vertex splines. The 
interpolation will be taken at vertices of a simplex or a parallelepiped, and 
we will express the interpolation polynomials in terms of the Btzier nets. 
Since we will use polynomials of both total degree and coordinate degree, 
we have to treat them separately and employ different notations. For 
polynomials of total degree, we consider interpolation at vertices of 
an .s-simplex, and for polynomials of coordinate degree, we consider 
interpolation at vertices on an s-parallelepiped. 
Throughout this section, we will use the following definition: a subset 
M” E 2,; is called a lower set if y E M” whenever p E M” and 0 < y < 8. The 
following theorem gives an inversion formula which will be frequently used 
in this and the next section. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let M” he u lower set in Z: and suppose that 
Then 
g(,x)= 1 (“) (-l)“‘f(>J), SIEMs. 
ocygz j 
3.1. The Simplex Case 
In this subsection, we will always assume that T, = (x0, . . . . x’) is an 
s-simplex. We need the following additional notation: for ,8 E Z; , let 
and 
Dp . = D[; . . . D& I . ,- 1, iDf;*;, i.. .Df; i = 1, . . . . s, 
D+)“‘...(&)“. 
Also, for LYE Z’c ‘, let ci be a map from Z’t’ to Z”+ defined by 
cix = Ci(lO, . ..) CI,) = (510, ,..) xi. 1, xi+ 1, . ..) CL,), 
where in 10, . . . . . s]. 
We are ready to state and prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1.1. In BPzier representation with respect o (x0, . . . . x’), the 
Taylor polynomial of a sufjcientiy smooth function f ut the vertex x0 is given 
bY 
Pn(f;x)= 1 
car @-IPlY 
= L> 1 n! 
D{f(xO) $“,(&(x), . . . . A,Y<x)). (3.1.1) 
‘z’=n p<rlp 
ICI&‘_” /3EZ”. 
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ProoJ: Let 
be the Taylor polynomial of function f at x0. Then for each J?EZS, with 
IPI dn: 
DE P,(f, x”) = I$ f (x"). 
y Lemma2.1.1, we see that 
(-1)‘fl’P (J; x0)= 
n! 
n 
(n - I B I Y 
(- 1)‘“’ A!:, . ..A.Pua(,-181,o,...,o) 
1l’Y’ a(,- . I I I iI3 ?I> .../ YT)’ 
Hence, applying the inversion formula in Theorem 3.1, we obtain 
completing the proof of the theorem. 
In general, we also have the folowing formulation of the interpolatioc 
polynomial at each vertex of the simplex. 
THEOREM 3.1.2. Suppose that all partial derivatives up to order ki of a 
function f at xi exist. Let 
x DBfb’) d:+(,-k,)e’(~Ob4~ .‘.9r”-s(x)) 
for i = 0, . . . . s. Then the polynomial 
P,(f, x) = ;t Pn,k,(X) 
i=O 
in n”,( T,) satisfies the interpolation conditions 
Dfp,(f, xi) = Dff(x’), IPI dki, 
fori=O,...,sand~~ZS,, provided n 3 max (ki + k,, i #j> + 1. 
(3.12) 
(3.3.3) 
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Proof. It is obvious that we need only verify that pn,ki satisfies that 
D” p,,Jxf) = Df f(xi), Ial fki (1) 
and 
Djp pn, ,@I = 0, Ial 6kj,j#i. (2) 
Clearly, (1) can be verified by the inversion formula in Theorem 3.1 along 
the lines of the proof of Theorem 3.1.1. To prove (2), we note that for 
n>ki+kj and I/?] <kj, 
D$p” (uo ,..., a,-l,a,+n-ki,cc,+l, . . . . as) @,(xj), . ..) &(xj)) = 0 
for aeZ;+’ with 1 CI 1 d ki. That is, (2) holds and we have established the 
theorem. 
In the following, let Nij~ Z, and Mf={p~ZS+:fl~<N,,,j=l,..., s), 
i = 0, . . . . s. Set n=(s+l)Nfl where N=max{NV:i=O ,..., s,j=l,..., s}. 
Then we have 
THEOREM 3.1.3. Suppose that f is a sufficiently smooth function. Then the 
polynomial 
P,(Lx)= i: c c (;y-;y 
i=O yeMs fl<y 
x Dff(xi) #b,, yt, n- Jyl, yi+,, .__, ,,)(~O(X)~ ***> &(x)) (3-1.4) 
satisfies the interpolation condition 
0; p,(f, xi) = Dff(x’), p E MT, i = 0, . . . . s. (3.1.5) 
Proof. Let 
p,,,(x) = c c 1; (n -;,a’)! 
YEMf PGY 0 
x W(xi) db,, .._, y,, n- Iy I. yi+1, . . . .y,)(~O@)> “*? Ux)). 
Then we must prove that pn,i satisfies 
D” P~,~(x~) = D;f(x”), PEM; 
and 
D;pn,Jxj) = 0, flGMJ,j=l,..., s. 
Once (3) and (4) are established, the theorem then follows, 
(3) 
(4) 
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SincepEMjSand (y(dsN<(s+l)N+l-Pi, y~h4:, wehave 
D$iY 
(Yl,-.,Yz,~- /Y/.YiTI. . ../ Ys) &(xj), . ..) n,(xq) = 
for all y E MS and j= 1, . . . . s. Hence, JJ,,~(x) satisfies (4). To verify (3), we 
may again apply the inversion formula as in the proof of Theorem X1.1. 
Remark. [21] obtained a particular case of Theorem 3.1.2 and 
Theorem 3.1.3 generalizes a result in [I7] which was used to construct 
blending interpolation. In general, our interpolation polynomials are not 
uniquely determined by the interpolation conditions (3.13) and (3.1.5), but 
in Theorems 3.1.2 and 3.1.3, we have explicit formulas of interpolation 
polynomials in terms of Bezier representations. Of course, for s = 1, 
Theorem 3.1.2 and Theorem 3.1.3 give the same (unique) interpolation 
polynomial determined by (3.1.3). 
EXAMPLE 3.1 .l. Let s = 1. The polynomial p,(J; X) satisfymg 
az(.L Q) = w-(Q), i = 0, .,., k, 
and 
Lf’p,(f, l)=Wflh i=O 2 .-.> k,, 
where D’= djdx’ with n = k, + k2 + 1, can be written in the ernstein 
representation 
In the foilowing theorems, we will specify certain interpolation condi- 
tions on the vertices of an s-simplex to ensure unique polynomial inter- 
polation. To do so, we need some additional notation. 
Let r’; := {~EZS,: [/?I <n) and A;+’ := {ccEZ”,~’ : la/ =rrj. A collec- 
tion of subsets M”,, . . . . Mz of FS, is said to form a partition of Ai* 1 if the 
subsets satisfy: 
(1) A;M~nA~Mj=@ for i#j, and 
(2) U& AyM;=n;+‘, 
where A; maps Z; to Z;+’ and is detined by 
A”B=(B1,...,Pi,n-IBI,Bi+l,“‘,P,), BEMf, 
We have the following result. 
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THEOREM 3.1.4. Suppose that M”,, . . . . M”, are lower sets that form a parti- 
tion of AS,+‘. Then for any given data {sip: fl E My, i= 0, . . . . s>, there exists 
a unique polynomial p, of total degree n satisfying 
D! P,(x’) =fi,p, fl E MT, i = 0, . . . . s. (3.16) 
Moreover, p,(x) may be formulated as 
P,(X) = i c { c (f) (n -ni”)kJ 64~&&(x), .,.> J,(x)). (3.1.7) 
i=O flc-Mf y<B 
Proof Let p,(x) =x1,, Sn a,c$;(&(x), . . . . n,(x)) be a polynomial of total 
degree ~1. By Lemma 2.1.1 and the inversion formula in Theorem 3.1 as in 
the proof of Theorem 3.1.1, we obtain 
Since each Ms is a lower set. a,y8 ‘ is uniquely determined by the data 
If&: y EM:} for all jI EMT. In other words, the coefficients a,, LXEA;M~, 
i = 0, . . . . s, are uniquely determined by { ffip: y IZ w, i= 0, . . . . s}. Since 
M;, . . . . M’, form a partition of A:’ ‘, the given data set {f;?;,: y E MT, 
i= 0, . . . . S> in (3.16) uniquely determines the interpolation polynomial. 
Actually, the requirement on the sets M;, i= 0, . ..) s, can be slightly 
relaxed. We have 
THEOREM 3.1.5. Suppose that MT E pR, i = 0, . . . . s, form a partition ofT”,. 
Furthermore, suppose that 
1” MO is a lower set, and 
2” The union qf M; and some subset of cj( Ui.:,’ A; w) is a lower set 
for j= 1, . . . . s. Then for any given data { fip: /3 E MT, i = 0, . . . . s>, there exists 
a unique polynomial p, of total degree n that satisfies 
D” P,(x’) =fip p E Mf , i = 0, . . . . s. 
This theorem may be proven similarly to Theorem 3.1.4 by noting that 
the previous information can be used in determining the remaining Bezier 
net of p,(x). 
EXAMPLE 3.1.2. Let s = 2 and n = 5. We choose lower sets Mi = ((0, 0), 
(LO), (0, 11, (LO), (1, 11, @,2)}, @=M& and M;= ((O,O), (1, O), 
(2,0), (0, l), (0,2), (1, I), (1,2), (2, l), (2,2)). Then we can find a unique 
polynomial pS satifying 
Df Ps(X’) =f&, PE Mf, i=O, 1,2, 
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loor any given data set {fib : fl E My i i = 0, 1, 2). In Figure 3.1.1, we group 
the Bkzier net according to the corresponding Mf , i = 0, 1, 2. 
EXAMPLE 3.1.3. Let s = 2 and n = 6. We choose the sets Mi = { (0, 0); 
(LO), (0, l), GO), (Llj, (0,2), a 1). (3,0), (3, I)), ~f={W), (1.01, 
(0, 11, (Z O), (1, 11, (0,2), (4% (0, 31, (1, 3)), and -%= ((0, O), (LO), 
(0, l), (2, 0), (1, I), (0, 2), (1, 2), (0, 3), (1, 3), (2: 2)). By Theorem 3.1.5, we 
may determine the interpolation polynomial y6 that satisfies the conditions 
0: z&4 =J;:a, REM:, i=O, 1, 2, 
for any given data (.fi8: fi E AIf, i= 0, 1, 23. In Figure 3.1.2, we group the 
BCzier net according to the corresponding Mf , i = 0, 1,2. 
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We next give an application of Theorem 3.1.1. Suppose that we have two 
s-simplices S= (x0, xi, . . . . x’) and s= (x0, yl, . . . . y”) sharing a common 
vertex x0 and a polynomial p,(x) = Cla, =n a,&(a,(x), . . . . J,(x)) with 
respect o S. We want to find the Bezier representation of this polynomial 
pn with respect to 3. To do so, write yj- x0 = CT= I cji(xi- xO),j= 1, . . . . s, 
where 
voI,(xO, . ..) xi-l, y’, Xi+‘, . ..) xS) 
cji = 
vol,(xO, . ..) xS) 
Let cj = (cj,, . . . . cj,), j= 1, . . . . s, and @ = (D,I -,o)~I . . . (D+-~)fl, for 
fl E Z; . Then since 
(~,i-,@f)(XO)= i Cj,(D,iL,"f)(Xo), j= 1, . . . . s, 
i=O 
we have 
B[f(X”)= Jj (i CjiDxie,0)8’/(Xo) 
j=l i=l 
= c cy; j-(x0) (3.1.8) 
lYl=l~l 
for some constants C!. Also, since D{~,Jx~)=n!/(n-\p\)! A$,... 
A$ a+ iPI, . . . . 01, we may apply Theorem 3.1.1 to obtain 
THEOREM 3.1.6. Let S= (x0, . . . , x’) and 3 = (y’, . . . . y”) be two simplices 
with a common vertex x0 = y”. Suppose that p,, = C,,, =n a,#z(n,, . . . . 2,) is a 
polynomial of total degree <n with respect to S. Then the Bkzier representa- 
tion of p, with respect to 3 is given by 
p,(x)= c ,.,-,{,~o~(c~),,~,,, w:b~-~A~~a,n-l~l,o ,..., o,)m3~o >-.*? VA, 
where x = CsZo vi(x) yi with CTEo vi(x) E 1 and the Cf’s are defined as in 
(3.1.8). 
3.2. The Parallelepiped Case 
We adopt the following convention and notation in addition to those 
introduced in Section 2.2. Let S= (x’, . . . . x2”) be an s-parallelepiped. For 
each x E S, the barycentric coordinate of x will be denoted by 
v = (v,(x), . . . . v,(x)), 
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where we assume that vi(x’) = 0, i = 1, . . . . s, an vi(xi+I)= 1, i= 1, .,., s, as 
before. 
For each i, 1 <i< 2”, let (xi, xi’), . . . . (xi, xiS> be the s edges 
common vertex at xi so that (x’, xG> // (x’, xi+ r ), i = 1, . . . . s. 
may designate for each vertex xi an index yi= (yi , . . . . qf): where 
For ,B = (/I,, . . . . B,) E Z;, we denote by BP the ifferentiation operator 
b5= i (Dx,+~~x~)~, 
j=O 
and for any CI, fl E Z> and a constant c, we use the notation 
a * B = (a1 PI f ..‘, %B,) E z; 
and 
($3 = (CP1) . ..) cps) E z; . 
Also, as before, let 
be the space of polynomials on S of coordinate degree 
n = (n,) . . . . n,) E ZS, . Write rz = {FEZ?+ : ,~3 < n} and define a one-to-one 
map I?: from I-; into itself by 
where 1=(1,..., I)EZS,, and let (Ry)-‘be its inverse. 
The following two theorems exhibit the collection of interpolation 
nomials satisfying certain interpolation conditions. 
THEOREM X2.1. Suppose that f has continuous partiai dervatives up to 
order ki at xi, i= 1, .,., 2”. Then the polynomial 
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satisfies 
Vp,(f, xi) = @y-(x’) IBI Gk for i = 1, . . . . 2”, 
where n = (nl, . . . . n,) with ni3max(k,+ki,j#Z}+1,i=1 ,..., s. 
Proof: Let 
(3.2.1) 
x m-(x’) &&Jl(X), . . . . v,(x)), 
i= 1 , . . . . 2”. It is obvious that we only need verify that P,,~, satisfies 
Bop,, k@) = @j?x’), IPI dk,, (5) 
and 
BPP”, k,W) = 0, IpI <kj,j=2, . . . . 2”, (6) 
since the other polynomials Pn,ki can be treated similarly. To do this, we 
write 
a,= C 
a (n-P)! 
p<a 0 P 
-yj-- WY PfCx’) 
cI = 
= (P) B<a 
(- 1)181 (-1)lPl kg! ($)P @j-(x’). 
By using the inversion formula in Theorem 3.1, we find 
(-l)lP’ @I$ (q’)PBaf(x’)= 1 ’ (-l)IYIa, 
0 YGP y 
Now if we setp,,,,(x)=C,..a,~~(v,, . . . . v,), then 
n! 
“pdx) = (,, -/j) y<;-D A? ...d$a,$;-P(v,(x), . . . . v,(x)) 
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by the application of Lemma 2.2.1. Hence, we have 
n! 
aaP,,k,cxl) = fn ~f’...,@~a, s 
n! (n -BY s~c,l, F---P 
(n-p)! n! ’ 
IBI Gk,. 
That is, (5) is verified. To see that (6) also holds, we note that 
ni~maxjkj+k,) + 1, i= 1, . . . . s, and 
I 
~pP,,k,(xi) = (n “p,! 4’ . . ~4%7~,, i = 2, . ..) 2”, 
where we may assume that pn,k, =c ial<kl a,Ji(v,(x), ..~) vs(x)). Since 
vi # q’ = (1, . . . . l), we have aR;8 = 0 for lR;B+yl 3min(n,-/Ii)>1 i-k, so 
that ll! B 
B”p.,~,(x’)=(n-8)!,,p y FW%?:p+, ci:i 
= 0. 
Therefore, the theorem is established. 
Let N,EZ, and Ns={(P, ,..., /ls)~Z+:/ljdN,,,j=l ,..., s),i=l,..., 2”. 
By using an argument similar to that in the proof of the Theorem 3.21 we 
have the following result. 
THEOREM 3.22. Suppose that f is sufficiently smooth at each vertex 
xi9 i = 1, ~.., 2”. Then the polynomial 
P”Cf, xl = ,i c 2 (Z) @j@ @I? Tfw iL:pMx~> . . . . v,~x~~ 
i=l DEN; y<@ 
satisfies 
Fp,(f, xi) = bbf(xi), PEN;, i= 1, ~.., 2, (3.22) 
where n = (n i, ‘.., n,) E Z’, with ni>max(Nii+ N,,,j#k), i= 1: . . . . 2”. 
Of course, the polynomials in Theorems 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 may not unique. 
We now study the situations when these interpolation problems have 
unique solutions. We again need a definition of partition of ri as follows: 
A collection of subsets NT, . . . . Ni, c I’; is said to form a partition of rz 
if 
(i) R;NfnR,“N;=@ for ifjand 
(ii) UyzI RnNS=Ti. 
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THEOREM 3.2.3. Suppose that w c r;, i= 1, ,.., 2”, are lower sets and 
form a partition of ri Then for any given data { fip: fl E NT, i= 1, . . . . 2”}, 
there exists a unique interpolation polynomial p,, E E”,(S) that satisfies 
fiBP,CXi, =hp, PEW, i= 1, . . . . 2”. (3.2.3) 
Moreover, p,, can be formulated as 
(oiiyfiy) ~R~&I(x), ..., v,(x)). (3.2.4) 
ProojI From the assumption, the sets {as: p E Ryv), i= 1, . . . . 2”, are 
mutually disjoint. Since 
n! 
PJI~(x’)=(~-~~! dfl..-d$ao 
I 0 =- 
&Y-p,! yap y (-l)‘P-y’ay a 
n! 
=‘-lY(n--fl)! rGP y a 
’ (-l)IYla, 
for p E N”, = Ry N; , the inversion formula in Theorem 3.1 gives 
ap= c
Y4B 0 
p (-1)lYl (-1)lYl y!jjyp"(xl) 
= 
co 
P (n-/Uf 
YCP Y 
n! ly’ 
This quantity is uniquely determined by the given data for p E N;, since N”, 
is a lower set. Similarly, (a,: y E R; N;}, i > 2, is uniquely determined by 
{fi,: YE N;}. Th e existence and uniqueness of the interpolation polynomial 
pn that satisfies (3.2.3) follow by choosing ap as above; i.e., 
aR?p = j?e NT, i= 1, . . . . 2”, 
which are the coefficients in (3.2.4). Thus, the theorem is established. 
From the proof of this theorem, we see that ap, /I E Ry NT, are obtained 
by using the previous information. Hence, the requirement that N;, 
i = 1, . . . . 2”, be lower sets in Theorem 3.2.3 can be slightly relaxed, and 
the resulting theorem will become more applicable. That is, we have the 
following generalization. 
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THEOREM 3.2.4. Suppose that Nf c ri, i = 1, . . . . 2”, .form a partition c+‘Pi 
and suppose further that 
(if N; is a lower set, and 
(ii) the union of NT and some subset of (Ry) ’ (uj:A Ry N:) is also a 
lower set ,for j = 2, ..,, 2s. 
Then there exists a unique polynomial pn E Z”,( S j that satisfies (3.2.3 1 Jfor 
any given data (fip:PsNT, i= 1, .,., 2’). 
EXAMPLE 3.2.1. Let s = 2 and n = (3.4). Suppose that Nf = ((0, O), 
(0, I), (0,2L (0,3), (LO), (1, 11, (1,2), (1,3)j, N:= ((O,Oj, (0, I), (1% 01, 
(1, l,>, w:= {(O,Oj, (1, o,>, and Ni= ((0, Oj, (l,O), (0, 11, (1, 11, (0, 21, 
(I, 2)) (cf. Fig. 3.2.1 for the relationship between NT, i= 1, 2, 3, 4, and the 
Bezier net). Theorem 3.2.3 implies that for any given data (AD : p E Nf ) we 
can find a unique polynomial that interpolates the given data. 
EXAMPLE 3.2.2. Let s=2 ,and n = (5, 5). Suppose that Nf= ((0: O), 
(1, Oh (2, Oh (3,0), (0, 11, (1, 11, (2, 11, 13, 11, i&28, (13 21, (2,2)), 
N;= ((O>O), (LO), (0, I), (1, I,>, N:= ((0, Oj, (0, 11, (0, 21, C&O), (1, :I, 
(1, 21, c&O), (3, o,>, and iv:= ((O,O), (1, Oj, (0, 11, (1, I), (2, I>, (3, 11, 
(0, 2), (1, 2)? (2, 2), (3, 2), (0, 3), (1, 3), (2, 3)) (cf. Figure 3.2.2 for the 
relationship between (Nf : i= 1,2, 3,4) and the Bezier net). Theorem 3.2.3 
implies that for any given data { fjp: /J E Nf, t = 1,2, 3,4j, there is a unique 
polynomial interpolating the given data, although Nz is not a lower set. 
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4. SMOOTHNESS CONDITIONS 
We next turn our attention to discussing the conditions for two polyno- 
mials on adjacent geometric onfigurations to be joined smoothly together. 
The geometric configurations under consideration in this section are 
s-simplices and s-parallelepipeds. Three cases will be studied: two simplices, 
two parallelepipeds, and a triangle and a parallelogram. Other geometric 
configurations such as prisms will be studied elsewhere. (See [20].) 
4.1. The Simplex Case 
Suppose that 
and 
s, = (x0, . ..) xS) 
s, = (x0, . ..) Xk, yk+ l, . ..) y”) 
are two s-simplices in R” and T = (x0, . . . . xk ) is a k-simplex which is a 
common facet of S, and S,, where 0 <k <s. Let F be defined on Si v S, 
by 
F(x) Is, = P,(x) = c = c a,&X&(x), -., &(x)h laj=fl /U./=n 
where x = Cszo A,(x) xi with CsCo A,(x) - 1 and 
F(x)l.,= k(x) = c &~~(vo(x), *.., v,(x)), lal=n 
where x = C:=, vi(x) xi + Cs= k+ 1 vi(x) yi with Cs=o vi(x) 3 1. 
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Write yJ = C;Lo c,xi,j = k + 1, . . . . s. We have 
THEOREM 4.1.1. Suppose that S1 and S, are two s-simplices uch that 
T= S1 n S2 is a k-simplex in RS. Then FEC’(S~VS~) if und only if the 
conditions 
holdfor O<yYk- ,$ . . . +y,<r,z,+ ..~ +a,+?,, 1 + ... +“/,=n. 
Proof: If r = 0, it is clear that FE C*(S, u S,) if and only if (4.1 .I ) holds 
for SIP + . . . + xk = n since two polynomials agree on T if and only if their 
Btzier coefficients on T are equal. Suppose that FE C’(S, u S,), where 
r3 1. Since y~-x”=~~~,ocji(xi-xo), it follows that 
Observing that 
and 
we have the equivalent conditions 
n !<I 6JO (10. . . . ak, 0, . . . . 0) =($oCjin,,~a,, . . . . . zk,o ,..., 0) 
for x0 + . . . + xk = n - /?,, j = k + 1, . . . . s. Similarly, the conditions in (4.1.1) 
that follow from equating the mixed derivatives are also obtained easily. 
On the other hand, suppose that (4.1.1) holds for 0 < Pk+ 1 + I.. + 
Bs<r, z3+ .“. +xk+Pk+l + . . . +/js=n, where r>O. It follows that 
(Dyk ,I- xo)lik-l . . . (Dy3 .0)@5 B, i ? 
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for all flk + I + . . . + p, < r. Consequently, we have 
for pr-t ... +pk<r-flk+l- a.. - p,. This implies that FE c’(SI u S,), 
and the proof of the theorem is completed. 
It should also be noted that the smoothness conditions can be for- 
mulated by using the information of F at one vertex. More precisely, we 
have the following result. 
THEOREM 4.1.2. FE- C’(SI u S,) if and only if 
W ... D;$(Dy,+,-,o)8k+1. ..(DYs-xo)ps &x0) 
= D;‘, . . . D’k”o 
( 
~o~~+~,iD~~~“~~~(~o~~~DiU)B.~~~~o~ (4.1.2) 
for all yl+ ... +yk<n-((Bk+l+ ... +P,) and Bk+l+ ... +Ps<rr. 
ProoJ: If FE c’(Sr u S,), then 
(Dyk+l _ Xo)Pk+l . . (D+ # P,\ T 
for Bk+ 1 + ... +/I,= 2, E=O, . . . . r, and hence (4.1.2) holds for all 
Y1-t ... +ykdn-(flk+i+ . . . +/I,) and Pk+i+ . . . +P,<r. 
On the other hand, it is clear that (4.1.2) is equivalent to the condition 
A:~-AY,k,AP,:‘: o...A$)B(,o, ___ 0) 1, > 
for yl+ . . . +yk<n--fip,+,- ... -/?s,j3k+If ... +bs<r, where cxO=n- 
(yr + . . . + yk + fik + 1 + . . . + 8,). Since AiO, i = 1, . . . . s, are differences, it 
follows from the inversion formula in Theorem 3.1 that 
Ah+1 
k+l,O 
.-.A$; 
(ore, .-./ Ek. 0, . . . . 0) 
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forljkt-l +...D.s~~Y,~O+...+rk=n-(Bli,1+...+Bs).ByTheorem4.1.1, 
we have FE C’(S, u S,), which completes the proof of the theorem. 
In fact, the idea in the above proof can yield a little more. We need the 
following notation. Let M,.,,k= (zEZS1 i: 1x1 =n, z:k+ 1+ .I’ -t-a,<<] 
and write 
yi-x’= i cji(xLxi), i= k $ 1, . . . . s and .j= 0, . ..) k. 
Let 
I-O 
I#j 
and 
where j = 0, . . . . k. 
.- 
= 
= fi DF’ fi (D,, x,)pi 
i=O i--k+1 
i#j 
Then we have the following generalization of Theorem 4.1.2. 
THEOREM 4.1.3. Suppose that MT’ ‘, i = 0, . . . . k, are mutually disjoint 
suhset,r of M,, r, k and u f- o MT + ’ = AI,,, I, k. Furthermore, suppose that 
CjM, ST’ is a lower set fur j= 0, . . . . k. Then FE c’(S, v S,) if and only &f 
qPn(xj) = IyP,(xj) (4.1.3) 
for /3 E cjM;” ‘, j = 0, . . . . k. 
The proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.1.2. Recall that the operator cj 
was defined in the beginning of the last section. 
Remark 1. One consequence of the above theorem is that it is not 
necessary to use normal derivatives to ensure FE c’(S, v S,). 
Remark 2. Different versions of the smoothness conditions on polyno- 
mials over adjacent simplices have been studied and be found in [15, II, 
5, 16, 191. Here, generalized versions of our earlier work in [ 111 were 
presented. In the following, we will establish the relationship between our 
results and those of the others. 
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THEOREM 4.1.4. FE c’(S1 u S,) if and only if 
=(~oC*II,ISi)R*+‘...(~oCliSi)d.a(ll ,___, ak,O __,, 0)
= c ah . . . . ak,O ,_.., o)+~~+,+ +ys 
lYjl=Pj 
yjeP+l 
j=k+l,...,s 
(4.1.4) 
Proof. Since for qk+l+ . . . +q,<r, 
j= k + 1, . . . . s 
the inversion formula in Theorem 3.1 can be applied to yield 
xa(,-,,+,- ..- qss--cr,- . ..- ak,al, .-.,ak,~ ,..., 0)’ 
By Theorem 4.1.1, we have 
x a(n-,l,+, - ,,I - Ct, - - c(k, a,, . . . . t+, 0, ._., 0) 
x (Eo)h,l t “. +& ‘Ik+l- ‘..- Vs 
x qn-flk+, - .-. -0, a, - -- Ciks ‘Xl, .._, Ek, 0, . . . . 0) 
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“(,-&+,- ..-h-E,- -Cik,E ,,..., ttk,o ..,., 0)’ 
Therefore, the theorem is established. 
We note, in particular, that when k = s - 1, we have 
=c a(,,, .._, r -l,O)+y~;QCso> ‘..> CSJ IA=/ 
which can be seen to be the same as the versions in L[15] and [ 191, 
EXAMPLE 4.1.1. Let s = 2 and S= (V’, I/“, V’), ,F?= (V’, U”, U’) be 
two 2-simplices with a common vertex I/‘. Let the polynomials P, on S 
and p, on s be expressed by using their Btzier nets as shown in Fig. 4.1.4. 
Write U’=CX,VO+/?~V~ +yiY3, CX,+~~+Y~= 1, i= 1, 2. Define P by F’l,= 
P, and F/s= P,. Then 
(1) FEC(SU$ if and only if a=k; 
FIGURE 4.1.1 
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(2) F;EC’(SUS) if and only if a=k, 
~1=~l~+plbl+Ylb2, 
and l2 = a2a + P2bl + y2b2; 
(3) FE C2(S u S) if and only if, in addition to the above relations, 
m,=~,~,+P,(~,bl+Plc,+~,c,)+~l(~,b,+B,c2+~,~,), 
mz=a,~,+Bz(~,bl+Plcl+y,c,)+y,(a,b,+B,c,+y,c,), 
and 
m3 = a212 + B2b2bl + P2c1 + y2c2) + y2b2b2 + P2c2 + w3). 
The geometric interpretation of the smoothness conditions is interesting. 
See Fig. 4.1.2. 
EXAMPLE 4.1.2. Let s = 2 and n = 3. Suppose that S = ( I/‘, V’, V’ ) 
and S= (V’, V’, U2) are two 2-simplices and P3 and P, are two polyno- 
mials of total degree <3 whose Bezier nets are displayed on their domains 
S and S, respectively (cf. Fig. 4.1.3). Write U2 = aV” + BV’ +yV2, where 
a+fl+y= 1. Then 
(1) FE C(Su S) if and only if 
ai = li, i = 1, 2, 3,4; 
(2) FE C’(Su 3) if and only if (1) is satisfied and 
mi= aai+ I+ /?a; + ybiy i = 1, 2, 3; 
(3) FE C2(S u S) if and only if (2) is satisfied and 
ni=ami+l +fimi+y(di+, +flbi+yci), i= 1, 2; 
FIGURE 4.1.2 
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FIGURE 4.1.3 
and 
(4) FE C3(Su 3) if and only if (3) is satisfied and 
o1 = cm2 + jn, + y(a(ab, f /?b2 C ycz) 
+ PC& + I% + YCI) + Y(EC2 f PC1 + Y4). 
The geometric interpretation of the C3 smoothness conditions is &own 
in Figs. 4.14a, 4.14b, 4.14~. 
EXAMPLE 4.1.3. Let s=2 and n = 3. Write U2- VO= p(V’- Y”) + 
y(V2- V”) and U2- V’=a(V”- Vl)+y(V’- VI). Then FEC~(~‘U~) if 
and only if 
q- voD”:l _ p P,( V”) = (/?Dp - yo + YD”Z- Voy’D~,~ @P3( V”) 
and 
DPUL viD$- “1 p3(Vo)= (BDyo- v~ + yD.2~ v~)Bi DB:,- v,P3(Vo) 
for (aI, ~1~1~ ((O,O), (l,O>, (0, l), (4 1)) and Ml, P2)~ {PA 01, (1, Oh 
(0, I)], which are both lower sets. Of course, there are many other choices 
of such sets of (a,, a,) and (/II, /$). 
4.2. The Parallelepiped Case 
Suppose that 
s= (w’, . ..) w2”) 
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FIGURE 4.1.4a 
FIGURE 4.1.4b 
FIGURE 4.1.4~ 
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and 
s= (w’, .,.) W@, “Zkfl, .‘,, d”} 
are two s-parallelepipeds in R” with a common facet T= ( wl, . . . . +v’“) 
which is a k-parallelepiped, where 0 <k < s. Let (v,(x), . . . . v,(x), . . . . vS(x)) 
and (p,(x), . . . . y,(x)) be the barycentric coordinates of x with respect to S 
and 3, respectively. Without loss of generality, by some rearrangement if 
necessary, we assume that 
and 
vi(w’)=Q=pj(w’), i = 1, . . . . s, 
vz(w”‘)= 1 =/.&(w’+I), i=l ) ..). k, 
vk+i(w7J+j) = 1 =p&j(U2k+J), j=l . . . . . s-k. 
(See Fig. 4.2.1 for reference). 
For any polynomial pb = C, i o a:JE, we define a degree raising operator 
Ri, I <ids, by 
and 
WL,‘,) 
i=o c:9 ’ 
where CT = (n,, . . . . n,) and CI = (a,, . . . . a,) E Z; Clearly, 
pJx)= 2 RjaE$E+e’. 
a<CT+d 
FIGURE 4.2.1 
640!60&3 
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Suppose that F is a piecewise polynomial function defined on S u s by 
Fl,=p, and F Is=~,, where 
p,(x) = c G?xVl(Xh ..*9 v,(x)), 
C-i<” 
and n = (n, . . . . n) E Z’+. Let 
Dj=dj= DW,t-,-W~, j = 1, . . . . k, 
Dj=D $+, k - ,I, 
and ^ 
Dj=D,,~~t-j-k-,~, j = k + 1, . . . . s. 
Choose cj = (cj,, . . . . cj,), j = k + 1, . . . . s, such that 
k 
U*k+j -LWl= C cji(wi+l-wl)+ 5 Cji(W*k+j-kkwl). 
i-l i=k+l 
We are now ready to state and establish the following theorems. 
THEOREM 4.2.1. Let Y = 0, 1, . . . . Then FE C(S u 3) if and only if 
Ap;f...ApBi,= c b,--- (n-p)!A~l...A:R”‘...~“,“a~o (421) 
(n-a)! ’ ’ 
. . 
Id-IPI 
for p = Pk t lek ‘-l + ... +ljseS with Ij?l<r and y<ne’+ ... +nek, where 
a;=a,, o(a)= (Iz-gl, . . . . n--k, n, . . . . n), and 
Proof. First, note that 
~j= ~ cjiDi, j=k+l s > **., 
i=l 
and 
p+;...jj+ jj ” 
j=k+l 
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where Da = (D,, -) D,)” = 0;’ . . .D:. Hence, for any ~7~ E E;(S), 
where /~I=/?~+~e~+l + . .. + jlseS. Consequently, 
Il! 
I??;; -D$~“,(x)/~=- 
(n-P)!,+, ,,.. zk,o ,..., 
yr <n, i = 1, .._, k 
Xiiy$y’+ tmk 
(h(x), ...> pktx), 0, ..., 0). 
On the other hand, for a = (CQ, .. . . a,) E Z;, 
x % wJ-a+z(Vl(X), . ..) v,(x)) 
T 
n! 
=- 
(n-a)! c 
A;‘...A; 
p < ne’ + + .ek 
where we have used the degree raising operator. 
Therefore, FE c’(S u 3) if and only if 
Since @‘+ “’ ++“‘k(~,(~), . . . . vk(x), 0, . . . . 0), y<ne’+ ... +nek, are iinearly 
independent, (4.2.1) follows immediately. Thus, the proof is established. 
As a consequence of Theorem 4.2.1, we have 
THEOREM 4.2.2. Let F, S, 3, and T be defked as in Theorem 4.2.1. Then 
FEC’(SU@ ifandonly if 
for (PI, . . . . ,8k) 6 (n, . . . . n) E z: and bk+ 1 + “. + fl, d r. 
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ProoJ If FE Cr(S u L?), then 
where 82;; . . .~~J?Jx)I T is a polynomial of coordinate degree 
nel -t . . . + nek. Hence, (4.2.2) holds for (br, . . . . Pk) < (n, . . . . ~)EZ: and 
Pk+l+ ... +Ps6r. 
On the other hand, suppose that (4.2.2) holds. Then 
Sfl . . . @pp; . . . rifq”(W’) 
=--- . ..A$&+ll.. .Ass, 
s (0, . . . . 0) 
and 
n! 
=(n- nel- . . . - nek)! 
@+L..@ 
n! 
X c ___ 
Icrl=Pk+l+ "'+A 
b, (n-a)! A~'~~~A~R";'~~~R~qo I.__, 0). 
Invoking the definition of the difference operator A!’ . +. A2 and the inver- 
sion formula in Theorem 3.1, we have (4.2.1) for flk + 1 + . . . + /I, < r. 
By Theorem 4.2.1, we conclude that FE C”(S u 9). Thus, this theorem is 
established. 
Actually, the idea used in proving Theorem 4.2.2 can be applied to prove 
its generalized version, which is the following result, where the notation 
M”,, k, r = {(a, ,..., cr,)EZS+:O<ajdr,j=k+l ,..., S} 
will be used. 
THEOREM 4.2.3. Let F, S, 9, and T be defined as in Theorem 4.2.2. Let 
NT c ri, i = 1, . . . . 2k, be lower sets such that RIN”, i = 1, . . . . 2k, are mutually 
disjoint and U f!= 1 RT NT = M, k, ,.. Then FE C(S u 9) if and only if 
fifl . . . jjfkp+1 . . . ~Apyw’) 
k+l s 
=@...Dpk” il ck+~iDi)““..@~ ~iDi)Lp.jw’) (4.2.3) 
for fi = (/3,, . . . . fls) E Ns, i= 1, . . . . 2k. 
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EXAMPLE 4.2.1. Let s=2, and S=(wl, w2, w3, w4> and s=(wl, w’, 
u3, u”) be as shown in Fig. 4.2.2, where the Bkier nets of p3 and fi3 are 
displayed. Write u3 - w1 = c1(w2 - w’) + c2(w3 - ’ ). Then we have 
Fe C(S u 3) if and only if 
iii0 = ajo, i=O, 1,2, 3; 
F;E C”(Su j) if and only if 
ii,, = ajo, i = 0, I, 2, 3, 
and 
;I;I =a,0 + clW(ajo -aj-~0) + (1 -.#)(a,+ I,O -a,,~) 
+ c2(ajl - ajo), j= 0, 1, 2, 3. 
EXAMPLE 4.2.2. Let s = 2 and n = (5, 5). Furthermore, let S and 3 be 
the same as in Example 4.2.1. Define Fjs=~c5,jj and FIT=$cS,5j. Then 
FE C”(Su 3) if and only if 
Dfi2_ w, D!$ _ WI PCs, &+) 
= (c~D~z~~I+c~D~~~~~~)~* (Dw~~wwl)B1pc5,5,(w1) 
for 0</3,<1 and O</?, < 5. Also, if we choose N~=iPi~ = 
((y1~,~~):0~~~~2,Od~~~l}, thenFEC’(Su,!?)ifandonlyif 
FIGURE 4.2.2 
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4.3. The Mixed Partition Case (Triangles and Parallelograms) 
Let S= (u’, u1,u2) be a triangle and S= (v’, v2, v3, v”) a 
parallelogram in R2. For XER~, let n(x) = (n,(x), /I,(X), n,(x)), with 
A, + A, + ,I, z 1, be the barycentric coordinate of x with respect to S, 
v(x) = (v,(x), v2(x)) the barycentric coordinate of x with respect to 3. Let 
T = S n S. We consider only two cases: (1) T = {w }, a common vertex of 
S and S, and (2) T= (WI, w2), a common edge of S and S. 
Let us first study the case where T = (WI, w’ ) (cf. Fig. 4.3.1). Rewrite 
s= (w’, w2, u2) and S= (w’, w2, v3, v” ). Assume, without loss of 
generality, that 
al(wl)=o=vI(wl) 
&(w2) = 1 = v1(w2) 
n,(x) = 0 = V?(X), XE T. 
Also, write v3-w1 =c,(w2- w’) + c2(u2- w’). Let F be a piecewise 
polynomial function defined on S u S by 
and 
FIs=~n(x)= 1 ,p,= a&X2(x)) 
n 
aez: 
F19=b,(x)= c 8, &%“)(v(x)). 
c( < (n, n) 
Furthermore, define another degree raising operator R by 
We are now ready to state and prove the following result. 
FIGURE 4.3.1 
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THEOREM 4.3.1. Let S= (WI, w2, u2) and l?= (w’, w2, v3, v4). Then 
FE Cr(S v S) if and only if 
d~~~~=(c,d,,+~,d,,)~R~a~-~,~,~ j = 0, ..~, IZ, k < r. 
Prooj For 0 <k < r, 
Therefore, FE Cr(S v 3) if and only if, for 0 d k Q r, 
Dk ~~--,IB~(~)IT=(c~D~~-~~+c~~~~~~~)~P~O~)IT 
which gives the required result if we note that vl(x) = A,(x) for x E T and 
$~“)(~,(~), 0)=4,,-,,,,(l -Al(x), A,(x), 0). This completes the proof of 
the theorem. 
EXAMPLE 4.3.1. FE C(S u 3) if and only if 
^ 
ajo=%-j,j,o, j = 0; . . . . n; 
FE C’(S u 3) if and only if 
^ ajO = a n-j,j,07 j = 0, . . . . n, 
and 
~j~~a~-j,j,Q+C~d~Q(~/na~-j,j-~,o+(1-j/n)a~-j-~,j,oi 
+C2~2~(j/~a,-j,~-~,o+(l-jln)a,~~-1,j,~, j= 0, . . . . n. 
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FIGURE 4.3.2 
We now study the case where T= Sn L?= (w’] (cf. Fig. 4.3.2). Rewrite 
S= (wl, II’, u”) and s= (wl, v2, v3, v4), and let F be defined as before. 
Also, let 
v2-wl=cl(ul-w1)+c*(u2-wl) 
and 
v3 - w1 = c3(u1 -w’) + cq(u2 - w’). 
Then we have 
THEOREM 4.3.2. Let S= (WI, u*, u’) and s= (wl, v2, v3, v4). Then 
FE c’(Su 9) if and only if 
A~lA~~, o=  (;;nb$(;-p;;! (c,A,,+L.~A~~)~~ 
1 2 . 
x (c4Alo + c2~dpz a n /r1-1~2,0 
Proof. For O<fil t-b2 <r, we have 
n! n! 
c = (n-PI)! (n-82)! a<(n-/?,,n-/32) 
Afl@j ,$(+hn-h) 
g = 
(v(x)) / 
7 
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n! 
= (n -pl -pJ! 
(c14”+c,&o)~1 (c,A,,+c,A,,)b n /I! PZ,O,O~ 
It follows that I;E C(S u 3) if and only if 
0:;. ,&k,d,(x) I7 
which completes the proof of the theorem. 
EXAMPLE+ 4.3.2. FE C(Su 9) if and only if 
II 
~n,o,o =ao,oi 
FE C’(Su S) if and only if 
and 
uo,o = 6z,o,o> 
 ^
~1,0=(~--1--2~~,,0,0+c,~, -l,l,O+cz% LO,19 
40,1=(1 -C3--4~~~,0,0+~3~,-,,1,0+c4~,,--~,0,1. 
5. VERTEX %wNES AND SUPER SPLIKE SPACES 
In this section, we are going to construct vertex splints on a given sim- 
phcial or parallelepiped partitioned region in W”, where s 3 2, and a mixed 
partitioned region consisting of triangles and parallelograms in R2 by using 
the results obtained in the previous sections. Before going into the details, 
let us first describe these regions and give a general definition of vertex 
sphnes and introduce the notion of the related super spline spaces that will 
be applied in the next section for L2 and 1’ approximations with inter- 
polatory constraints. 
A simplex with k + 1 vertices in R” and positive k-dimensional volume is 
called a k-simplex, 0 d k <s, and a point will be called a O-simplex for 
consistency. For any s-simplex S = (v’, ,.., v’), each k-simplex (v’O, ..~) @), 
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where 0 6 i0 < . . . 6 i, <s, is called a k-facet of S if (via, . . . . vi”) E as, the 
(s- 1) boundary of S. 
A parallelepiped in R” with positive k-simensional volume is called a 
k-parallelepiped, 0 <k < s. Similarly, a point will also be called a 
0-parallelepiped. For an s-parallelepiped S = (wl, . . . . w”) c R”, an (s - l)- 
parallelepiped (w”, . . . . w’*“-~), where 1 < i, < . . . < &-I < 2”, is called an 
(s - I )-facet of S if it is a subset of 8s. For k = s - 2, . . . . 0, inductively, a 
k-parallelepiped (wj’, . . . . wj2”), 1 <j, < . . . < j2k < 2”, is called a k-facet of S 
if it is a subset of the boundary of some (k + l)-facet of S. 
DEFINITION 1. A region D c R” which is the union of a finite number of 
s-simplices (or s-parallelepipeds, respectively) Si , . . . . S, is called a simpli- 
cial (or parallelepiped, respectively) partitioned region if it satisfies 
(i) int(S,) n int(Sj) = $3, i #j; and 
(ii) either Sin Sj = (21 or Sin Sj is a k-simplex (or k-paralelepiped, 
respectively) which is a common k-facet of Si and Sj for some k, 
O<k<s-1. 
DEFINITION 2. A mixed partitioned region D c R2 is the union of a 
finite number of triangles and 2-parallelepipeds (parallelograms) S, , . . . . S, 
which satisfies 
(i’) int(SJ nint(Sj)@, i#tj; and 
(ii’) either Si n Sj = @ or Si n Sj is a point which is a common vertex 
of Si and Sj or Sin Sj is a common edge of Si and Sj. 
In this paper, we will not study vertex splines on a mixed partitioned 
region in R”, s > 2, which contains other convex hulls such as prism. 
Let D cR” be a region considered in Definitions 1 or 2 above. For I, 
deZ, with Odrcd, let 
be the multivariate spline space of degree d and order r of smoothness on 
D, where if Si is an s-simplex, n;(SJ is the polynomial space of total degree 
d, and if Si is an s-parallelepiped, z;(Si) = %;(Si) is the polynomial space 
of coordinate degree d = (d, . . . . d). 
DEFINITION 3. Let 
$= f?;(D) = { f~ S’j(0):f~ Czs-j-” across eachj-dimensional 
manifold of the partition of D, 0 <j < s}. 
9; will be called the space of super splines. 
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Remark 1. For s = 1, S>= Si. 
We are now ready to define vertex splines. 
DEFINITION 4. Let 0 6 k d s. A super spline SE Y;; c S;(D) is called a 
k-vertex spline if there exists a k-simplex or k-parallelepiped K such that 
the support off is the union of all cells (simplices or parallelepipeds) in 
with K as their common k-facet and that f or one of its first or higher ord 
partial dervatives is nontrivial on K. The union of all Vi, k = 0, . . . . s is the 
collection of all vertex splines in &(D). 
Remark 2. The notion of vertex splines was first introduce 
where only bivariate O-vertex splines were studied. We will see 
splines always exist if we assume d > 2”r + 1. In general, a vertex 
degree d< 2.Y may also be constructed on a simplicial region D 
restriction on the geometry. See [ 1 l] for s = 2, Y = 1, and d= 4, an 
for s = 2 and arbitrary d and Y. 
Remark 3. For d> 2”r + 1, ‘an element in S> restricted to each s-sim- 
plex of D can also be considered as a Hermite element with directional 
derivatives at the vertices instead of normal derivatives at points inside the 
k-facets of simplex 0 < k < s. See [22,24] for references on Hermite elements 
in ‘. Furthermore, adopting the notion of vertex splines instead of finlte 
elements, we may consider finite element analysis from the viewpoint of 
approximation theory. We hope that vertex sphnes will then play an 
important role in cross-fertilizing the two important fields of approxima- 
tion theory and finite element analysis. 
5.1. Simplicial Partitioned Regions 
Let us first establish the following theorem on the existence of vertex 
splines on any given simplicial partitioned region by outlining the construc- 
tion procedure. 
THEOREM 5.1.1. Let d> 2”r + 1, r 2 0, and let D be a given sirnp~i~~a~ 
partitioned region. For each k-simplex Tk in D, 0 < k 6 s, there exists at least 
one vertex spline f E Vs, c 3: supported on the union of those s-simplices of D 
that share Tk as the common intersection, with only one exceptional case: 
there is y10 nontrivial 2-vertex spline in S:(D), where D c 
Prooj We start with the simple case where s = 2. For completeness, we 
include the construction procedure of O-vertex splines studied in [I I]. 
(i) Construction of Yi c $, D c R2. 
Let Y’ be a vertex (or O-simplex) of D and S,= (VI, Y’,“, v~,~}, 
v = 1, i..) I, be all the triangles (or 2-simplices) of D which share v’ as t 
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common vertex. Without loss of generality, we assume that S, and S,, 1 
share an edge (v’, v2,“) (or l-simplex) as their intersection, where 
y2~v=y1*“+1 (and &‘,, := Sr if v’ is an interior vertex). Let F be a 
piecewise polynomial function supported on U \ = I S, and defined by 
FI,= c GYi, v=l ) . ..) 1. 
[al=d 
To determine FE 92, we specify its Bezier nets ai as follows: 
(a) We require that 
@F(v’) = cB, IPI G2r (5.1.1) 
and 
@F(v’,“) = 0 = DpF(v2~“), IPI d2r, (5.1.2) 
where {c,: 1 p 1 6 2r) is a parameter set of real numbers which are not all 
zeros. 
LetNjO={(a,,~,,a,):a,+a,+Glg=d,d-2r~aj~d},j=1,2,3.Thenit 
is clear that the requirements (5.1.1) and (5.1.2) uniquely determine the 
BCzier coefficients aI, for E E NY u N!j’u Ni, v = 1, . . . . Z, by the application 
of Theorem 3.1.2. 
(b) For Flsv, we require that 
D~L,,&. v,,J’(vl~“) = 0, Ml, P2)ER (5.1.3) 
whcre~l=((pl,P2):2r<pl+P2,P rdr,fi,<d-2r-1). We also require 
that 
@,u-yz.uD~: ..,,J’(v2,“) = 0, (PI 2 P2) E N’. (5.1.4) 
Hence, by Theorem 3.1.3 the requirements (5.1.4) and (5.1.4) uniquely 
determine the corresponding coefficients a:. Now we obtain 
D~~.v+,_.,.v+,D~:_.,.ut~F(~~,“+~), (Pl? 82) E fil, 
from some of the a: which have already been determined and we determine 
the corresponding Bezier nets a;+’ by applying Theorem 4.1.2. Then the 
coefficients a;, a~iJf=~ Ni, where 
Ni’={(a,,a,,a,):a,+cc2+a,=d,0~ai~r) 
\ 
b NE, 
k-l 
are uniquely determined by the requirements (5.1.3) and (5.1.4). 
(~1 For FlsV, we require that 
D~~,,_vz.uD~~v_v,F(v’)=O, (Pl, P2)Efi2T (5.1.5) 
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where fi2 = {(p,, &), PI, pZ 3 r + 1, jr + pZ 6 d- Y - 11. This is equivalent 
to determining the al with 01 in 
Thus, we note that the requirements (5.1.1)-(5.1.5) have uniquely deter- 
mined a polynomial of total degree d on each 2-simplex S,, v = I, . . . . I, for 
the given data cp, )/I 1 < 2r, by the use of Theorem 3.1.5. That is, F is com- 
pletely determined. Clearly, FE C”(D) by Theorem 4.1.3 and FE C2’ at vi, 
+v, and v2,“, v = 1 , . . . . I, so that FE C2’ at all the O-simplices of D since F 
is only supported on the union of these simplices. Hence, F is a vertex 
spline in Vi c 9:~ SL. 
(ii) Construction of VT c $, D c R’. 
Let (v’, v’ > be an edge (or l-simplex of D) and S, = (vO, vl, v”) and 
S,= (vO, vi, v3) be two triangles (or 2-simplices) sharing (v’, v’) as the 
common edge. Suppose that F is a piecewise polynomial supported on 
S, u S2 defined by 
FI,,= c d&f, i= 1, 2. 
lori=d 
To determine FE SL, we specify its BCzier nets ai and af as follows: 
(a) We require that 
DPF(v’) = 0, IpI ,<2r, i=O, 1,2, 3. (5.1.5) 
By Theorem 3.1.2, we know that the requirement (5.1.6) uniquely deter- 
mines a&, aEN:, j= 1,2, 3, and i= 1,2. 
(b) For FL,, we require that 
D~LyoD~~-yoF(vo) = c~,,~~, ip, 2 P2) E 19’: (5.1.7) 
where c B,,pZ are constants which are not all equal to zero. We compute 
from the corresponding coefficients a: which have been determined by 
(51.6) and (5.1.7), and by applying Theorem 4.1.2 we may use these 
derivative values to determine the corresponding af . We also require that 
Dt(,‘~~ ,@:- .,F(v’) = 0, (p,, P2)~fi1, i= 1,2, and 
De:. ,,Dfb”- ,Av’) = 0, (PI, P2)~lP7 i= 1: 2. 
(5x3) 
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Then the coefficients ai,, (x G N! , j = 1,2, 3, i = 1,2, are uniquely determined 
by the requirements in (5.1.7) and (5.1.8) along the line of Theorem 3.1.3. 
(4 For f’ Is,, i = 1,2, we require that 
D$,l. ,oD::-.oF(~“) =o> (Pl> Pz) E 8’. (51.9) 
Clearly, we can see that the requirements in (5.1.6)-(5.1.9) uniquely 
determine the polynomials F 1 S1 and F 1 S7 by the application of Theorem 
3.1.5 for the given data {c~,,~~: (0 r, p2) E N1 1. Hence, F is completely deter- 
mined. Moreover, FE C(O), by Theorem 4.1.3, and FE C2’ at v’, 
i = 0, 1, 2, 3, because of the requirements in (5.1.6). Thus, FE C2’ at all the 
0-simplices of D. Therefore, F is a vertex spline in V: c g&c S;. 
(iii) Construction of Vz c $;, D c R*. 
Let d>5 if r=l and d>4r+l if r>l. Let (v’, vl, v’) be a triangle 
(or %-simplex) in D and F a piecewise polynomial function with support 
(v’, v’, v2). Write F=&l,=da,qbf. To determine FE& we specify a, as 
follows: 
(a) We require that 
DaF(vi) = 0, I/?] 62r, i=O, 1,2. (5.1.10) 
(b) We require that 
(c) We require that 
Df:-+@ ,oF:(v”) = cpI,pz> (Pl> 82) E A’. (51.12) 
By Theorem 3.1.5, the polynomial F on (v’, vr, v’) is uniquely deter- 
mined by the requirements (5.1.10)-(5.1.12). That FE C2’ at vi, i = 0, 1, 2, is 
clear from (5.1.10), and FE C(D) from Theorem4.1.3. Hence, F is in 
V’,c~~cS,. 
The procedure in constructing bivariate vertex splines in Vi, Vf , Vi can 
easily generalized to the higher-dimensional setting. Let us describe the 
general procedure for constructing vertex splines in P’S, c j:(D), D c R”, 
s>2,O<k<s: 
Fix a k-simplex Tk of a given simplicial partitioned domain D and let 
s 1, **., S, be all those s-simplices of D which share Ti as their common 
k-facet. Write S, = (v”,~, .. . . v”,’ ), v = 1, . . . . 1. Denote by Tji, i = 1, . . . . 1, the 
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j-simphces of lJl= r S,, j = 0, . . . . s - 1. Let F be a piecewise polynomiai 
function of total degree d > 2”~ + 1 supported on U c = 1 S,. 
FIsv= c GPf,,, v = 1, . ..) 1. 
lxl=d 
In order to have FE S& we specify its Bezier net ai as follows: 
(a) For j = 0 and each Toi, i = 1, . . . . 2,, we require that 
D”F( T,,J = 
i 
0 
CB, 
where (c,: IpI ~2”~‘v} is a 
nonzero element. Let Noj= 
. . . + 01, d 2”- ‘Y}, j= 0, . . . . s. 
- 
(b) For j=l,...,s-1 
if Toi # T; 
if Toi = T; 
for IpI <2”-‘r, (5.1.13) 
parameter set which contains at least one 
(cxEZ~+~: lai=d, a,+ ... +ai~li-cr,+,-k 
and each Tji, i= 1, . . . . l,, we let S,, 
m E inji, II ...3 nji,l(ji) } be those s-simplices of S,, v = 1, . . . . 2, which share Tjj 
as their common j-facet. Since there are (5::) choices of j+ 1 indices 
(%, ..., u,} from the index set (0, . . . . s], we may enumerate the 6:::) 
choices by any ordering, and for each U, 1 d u < (;I i), let 
where {u,+ 1 > ...> u,> = (0, . ..) s};{u,, . ..) uj ). Now, for a given s-simplex S,: 
write Tji = (Puo, . . . . P,?), m = nji,,, with a fixed vertex ~“~~0. We require 
that 
for /? E c,,Nji, where 
D{ = fi (D,w- vm& 
k=l 
(5.1.14) 
and { cP: /3 E c,Nji) is a parameter set which contains at least one nonzero 
element. For the other simplices Sk, k~ (nji,*, . . . . nj,,,Cij,>, we compute 
~~F(Puo) from FI sm and then use these interpolating data to determine 
the corresponding coefficients of Fl sk by applying Theorem 4.12. 
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(c) For j = s and each S,, v = 1, . . . . 1, we require that 
D{F(v”,O) = 
0 if S, # Fk 
CP if S,=T”, 
for p E c,N,, where 
(51.15) 
and ( cp : /? E c,,Ns} is a set of real numbers containing at least one nonzero 
number. 
By applying Theorem 3.1.5, we can see that F is uniquely determined on 
each S,, v = 1, . . . . 1, since it is easy to verify that {N,. : 1< u < (;I i), 
06 t <s-- 1> can be arranged as lower sets attached to the vertices 
vy*o, . ..) vy,s. Also, that FE 9: is guaranteed by the requirements 
(5.1.13)-(5.1.15) and Theorem 4.1.3. This establishes the theorem. 
lo For a simplicial partition region D c It”, r 2 0 and d 2 2”r + 1, we 
construct basic vertex splines which constitute a basis of the super spline 
space S> as follows. 
2” For each O-simplex ToAi, i = 1, . . . . 1,, of D and for each y E Z: with 
/ y 1 < 2”- lr, we let vYo,i E I$ c S; with support given by the union of those 
s-simplices that share To,i as their common O-facet with parameters 
cp=6yp, \PI<2”p’r, where 6,, is the usual Kronecker delta; that is, 
6,,,=0 for fl#y and =1 for /?=y. 
3’ For each j-simplex Tji, i = 1, . . . . lj, of D and for each y E Nj,, , let 
I’$ be an element of V; c SI, with support given by the union of all those 
s-simplices of D that share Tji as their common j-facet, and with parameters 
Cg = by,, p E fiji, j = 1, . . . . s - 1, i = 1, . . . . Ii, where flji = c,O(ji) Nji. 
For each S,, v = 1, . . . . I of D and y G N,, let c,, E Vz c SL with S, as its 
support and parameters cP = 6,,, b E N,. 
Let B be the collection of all vertex splines so constructed. Clearly, 3 is 
a linearly independent set of functions in 9;. In fact, we have 
THEOREM 5.1.2. B is a basis of 9:. 
Proof. We need to prove only that B spans 3;. For each f E$, we 
claim that f is a linear combination of elements in B. Indeed, let 
f1=f-Cfp=&,a- ly P’(v’) I’&. Then fi E $, and satisfies Df,(v’) = 0, 
for I y I Q 2”- ‘r, i = 1, . . . . I,. Also, let f2 = fi - CF= 1 Crf fi,z 0; f (v”liuo(lc)) Vyi. 
Then fi E 9: and satisfies Dyf2(vi) = 0, for 1 y I < 2”- ‘r, i = 1, . . . . I,, as well as 
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RX v~QJ(~~I) = 0, for y E I?~,, i = I, . . . . I,. We repeat this procedure until we 
have an f, in sd that differs from f by a linear combination of elements in 
B and that satisfies D~J(v’) = 0, for I y 1 < 2’- ‘r, i= 1, . . . . I,; D~S(V’~*,~) = 0, 
for y eNji, i= 1, . . . . I,, j= 1, . . . . s - 1; and Dgf(~“-~O(j~~) =O, for NS, 
v = 1. . . . . 1. On the other hand, for each v = 1: . . . . I, f,(x)1 S, is a polynomial 
of degree d satisfying these zero interpolation conditions. By Theorem X1.5, 
f, / S, = 0 for v = 1, . . . . 1. Hence, f, = 0 and this completes the proof of t 
theorem. 
Moreover, we have the following result concerning how well the super 
spline subspace ??” approximates. 
THEQREM 5.1.3. Suppose that f e Cd+ l(L)) with d> 2”r + 1. Then 
inf I/f-sii,<Chd+’ max il@fl/, 
SET;(D) l@l=d-1 
jar some constant C independent of h andf, where h is the maximum of the 
diameters of the simplices S,, v = 1, ..,, 1. 
Proof Let M: C”“(D) -+ 9; be defined by 
+ j, lN Qm") Tj@) 
s 
for any f E Cd+ ‘(D). Clearly, A4 is an interpolation operator and by induc- 
tion on the number of s-simplices in D and recalling Theorem 3.1.3, we can 
prove that Mp =p for all p E zd, where 7cd is the space of all polynomials 
of total degree <d. Hence, for any fixed x in D, 
F(f) =.f(x) - M...(x? 
defines a linear functional F on C df l(D) which clearly satisfies the follow- 
ing two properties: 
(a) / F(f)1 G C, Cf=, hk II S Ilk, where /I f Ilki where Ii f Ilk = 
mqpl=k ll@..Ilm and C, is a constant independent off and d, and 
(b) F(p)=0 for all pEn,. 
By a result along the line of Bramble and Hilbert [6] or the proof of 
Theorem 5.2.3 to follow, we have 
I WN8ch”” ,Ifild+,, 
540160;3-4 
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where C is a constant independent off, d, and x. That is, 
If(X)-Mf(X)l dChd+' IIf iid+l, XED, 
which establishes the theorem. 
Several remarks are in order. 
Remark 5.1.1. For s= 2, a different formulation of Theorem 5.1.3 is 
known in the finite element literature (cf. [29, 30,211). 
Remark 5.1.2. Though $= Sl, when s = 1, 9, is a proper subspace of 
Sl, for s > 2. For s = 2 and d > 4r + 1, we can even compare the dimensions 
of 32 and Si. For a simplicial partitioned domain D c R*, let 
V = number of vertices (0-simplices) of D, 
E = number of edges (1-simplices) of D, 
T = number of triangles (2-simplices) of D. 
We have the following result on the dimension of the space of super splines. 
THEOREM 5.1.4. Let r $0 and d Z 4r + 1. Then 
dim&=(r+1)(2r+l) V+ (r+l)(d-4v-l)+T 
(d-3r-2)(d-3r-1) T 
2 
Remark 5.1.3. In a recent paper by Alfeld and Schumaker [l], the 
dimension of the spline space s’,(D) whee d > 4r + 1 was determined to be 
dimS’(D)=(d+l)(d+2)+(d-r)(d-r+1) 
d 2 2 
xE -6”+3d-r*-3r 
I 2 V, + a(r), 
where E, and V, denote, respectively, the number of interior vertices and 
the number of interior edges, and 
G(r)= C C (r+j+ 1-jei)+ 
i=l j=l 
with ei denoting the number of edges of different slopes meeting at the ith 
interior vertex. 
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Let VB= V- VI be the number of boundary vertices. It is clear that 
VB 3 3. Then by using the well-known formulas 
E,=3V,+ V,-3, T=2V,+ V,-2, 
it is not difficult to arrive at the following result. 
CQROLLARV 5.1. Let r>O and d34r + 1. 7%en 
dimS;-dim$=$r(r+l) v,+~(~f1)(Y~-3P+a(r). 
Hence, for r > 0, $; is a proper subspace of S& unless the partitioned region 
D consists of a single triangle. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1.4. By Theorem 5.1.3, since 
Q=span{ V&: i= 1, . . . . V, /yI <2r) 
u (VT,: i= 1, . . . . E,yEN,}U{V;+=l, . . . . a+&), 
where 
N:={yEZ:. .2r<y,+y,,O~y,~r,O~y,6d-2r-B) 
and 
N,=(yEZ::2r<y1+y2 6 d- Y - 1, Y < y1 <d- 2r, Y < y2 <d- .2r>, 
it follows that the cardinality of N, is r(r + 1)/2 + (r +- 1 )(d - 4r - 1) and 
the cardinahty of N2 is (d- 3r - 2)(d- 3r - 1 )/I!. This completes the proof 
of the theorem. 
5.2. Parailelepiped Partitioned Region 
We first prove the following existence theorem of vertex sphnes on a 
given parallelepiped partitioned region for d 2 29 + 1 by outlining the 
construction procedure. 
THEOREM 5.2.1. For each k-parallelepiped Tsk of a given pa~a~~elep~ped 
partitioned region D, 0 d k < s, there exists at least one k-vertex spline 
SE Vi c ,!?L supported on the union of all the s-parallelepipeds which share pk 
as the common k-facet. 
Proof Let us first consider the bivariate case. 
(i) Construction of Vi c pd for s = 2. 
Fix a vertex (or 0-parallelepiped) Ti of D. Let T,, v = 1, . . . . I, be all those 
parallelepipeds in D that have Ti as one of their vertices. rite 
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T, = (Ti, w’, w”sl, w”+ ’ ), v = 1, . . . . I,, with the assumption that w’O+ ’ = w1 
if Ti is an interior vertex. Suppose that F is a piecewise polynomial 
function supported on U $= 1 T, and 
v = 1, . . . . lo. 
To determine FE &, we specify its Bezier nets ai on each TV via the 
following steps: 
(a) We require that 
DPF(T;) = cp, IPI <2r, 
DPF(w”) = 0, I/? 1 < 2r, v = 1, . . . . 1,, and (5.2.1) 
DBF(w”,‘) = 0, 1 p 1 < 2r, v = 1, . ..) I,, 
where { cp: I /I 1 < 2r > is a set of real numbers containing at least one 
nonzero element. Let N”={(/3,,/?2):/?1+/?2<2r}w((d-~l,fi2):f11+ 
82~2r)w((P1,d-82):/jl+Bz~2r}u{(d-B1,d-82):B1+82~2r}. 
(W For Fl Tv, we require that 
PF(T;)=o, PEN’, v = 1, . ..) z, (5.2.2) 
In addition, we require that 
and 
D~v_wv,,D~+,_w~,~F(~Y,l)=O, (Pl, PZ)Efil (5.2.3) 
D~v+,_wv,,D~_wv,,F(~Y,l)=O, (Pl, P*kfil. (5.2.4) 
By applying Theorem 4.2.2, the other interpolation conditions 
D$-,L~.D$-~;F(w~), (Pl, P2)& (5.2.5) 
are determined by the corresponding Btzier nets of FI rv_,, v = 2, . . . . I+ 1, 
and we may then use (5.2.5) to determine the corresponding ars. Let 
N’= {(PI, 8J, (d-81, PA Ml, d-M, (d-81, d-/L): 
2r+1~p,+82,0~P1~r,0~P2<d-2r-81}. 
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(c) For I;/ TV, v = 1 , . . . . I, we require that 
where N*= ((pi, p2): pi<d, i= 1,2}\(N”uN”). 
Clearly, by Theorem 3.2.4, we see that $‘I rV is uniquely determined by the 
requirements (5.2.1)-(5.2.6). Also, by (52.1) it follows that FE C*’ at each 
vertex in D and by (5.2.1)-( 5.2.5) FE C’(D). Hence, FE ,$‘; and has support 
U t = 1 TV ; i.e., F is a vertex spline in I’;. 
(ii) Construction of VT c 9; for s = 2. 
Fix an edge (or 1-parailelepiped) Tf = (w’, w2), and let T,, T2 be two 
parallelograms (or 2-parallelepipeds) sharing TT as their common l-facet. 
Write T, = (w’, w*, wvZ3, w”v4), v = 1, 2, and let F be a 
mial function supported on T, u T2 with 
Fl,= c a; &f$), v== 1,2. 
io S (4 4 
To ensure that FE 3: we specify the coefficients al; as follows: 
(a) Set 
DBF(w’) = 0, IPI <2r (52.7) 
for W’E {w”, w2, wl~~, w~,~, Waft, w2s4), 
(bl For FI T,y consider the interpolation conditions 
D~~-w~D$~,,F(w’) = ~~81, pz)> (81>82) Eml> (5.28) 
where (qBI.pz): UC9 P2kfii’) is a set of real numbers containing at least 
one nonzero element. In addition, we require that 
for (B1, /J2) E fi’. See Fig. 5.2.1. 
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FIGUKE 5.2.1 
Furthermore, we apply Theorem 4.2.2 to obtain 
D$ W,D$-W~F(~l) (5.2.10) 
from the corresponding coefficients of PI T, and use (5.2.10) to determine 
the corresponding a$. 
(c) We require that 
D$-,+D$. wdW13) = 0, (B13 P2) E IV2 (5.2.11) 
and 
D~~L,~~D~~-,~~F(w~~) =O, (Pl> 82kN2. (5.2.12) 
Hence, by Theorem 3.2.4, it is clear that F 1 7; is uniquely determined by 
the requirements (5.2.7)-(5.2.12). It is also clear from (5.2.7) that FE C2’ at 
each vertex, and that FE C(D) by (5.2.7)-(5.2.10) and Theorem 4.2.2. That 
is, FE 3; and has support given by T, v T,. In other words, F is a vertex 
spline in V: . 
(iii) Cun.stvuction of Vz c 9; fur s = 2. 
Consider a parallelogram (or 2-parallelepiped) T: in D and suppose that 
T$ = (WI, w*, w3, w”) and F is a polynomial supported on Tz; that is, 
otherwise. 
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To ensure that FE $, we specify its coefficients ap as follows: 
(a) Set 
D”F(w’) = 0, / p 1 < 2r, i = 1, 2, 3, 4. 
(b) For (PI, /3J E I?, specify 
D;~-w,D$-w,F(w2W 
Df,Lw,D$-w,F(w3)=0 
(52.13) 
(5.2.14) 
and 
D$-w,DII:~,F(~4)=0 
D~x-,De;:pW4F(~4)=0. 
See Fig. 5.2.2 for the orientation of (wl, w2, w3, w”>. 
(c) We also require that 
Ds .,.J$,.,W4) = c(~,,~~)> Ml, B2wJ2> (52.14) 
where {c(P,J~): (A, &I E N21 is a set of real numbers containing at least 
one nonzero element. 
Clearly, by Theorem 3.2.4, F is uniquely determined by the conditions 
(5.2.13)-(5.2.16). Also, it follows from (5.2.13) that FE C2’ at each vertex in 
D and FE c’(D) by (5.2.13)-(5.2.15). Hence, FE 3;; that is, F is a vertex 
spline in Vz. 
The procedure in constructing bivariate vertex splines can be generalized 
to the higher-dimensional setting. We describe the generalization procedure 
briefly as follows. For a k-parallelepiped Ti in D, let T,, . . . . Tj be all those 
s-parallelepipeds in D that share Tsk as their common k-facet. Write 
W3 WI 
FIGURE 5.2.2 
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T,,= (w”,~, .. . . w”,~), with q”,j, the index of wy,j with respect to 
T,, v = 1, . . . . 1. Denote by T,, i= 1 , . . . . lj, all the j-parallelepipeds of 
{T,:v=l,..., Z},j=O ,..., s - 1. Let F be a piecewise polynomial function 
supported on u t = r T,, and write 
v = 1, . ..) I, 
where o(d) = (d, . . . . d) E Z$. To ensure that FE $, we specify its Bezier 
nets ai as follows: 
(a) For j=O and each Toi, i= 1, . . . . Z,, let T,,,, rnE {IQ,,,,, . . . . n,,,~,,,~} 
be the s-parallelepipeds in D which have Toi as their common vertex. We 
require that 
D”F( T,J = 
0, if Toi # Ti 
CD3 if Toi= Ti 
(5.2.17) 
for 1 p 1 < 2”- ‘Y, where { cB : 1 B 1 d 2”- ‘Y > is a set of real numbers containing 
at least one nonzero element. Let NO,j = {/I$+ (( 1 - nj)/2) g(d), 1 /I 1 < 
2”- lr}, j = 1, . . . . 2”, where r$ denotes the index of wj with respect to 
T= (WI, . . . . w*‘). 
(b) For j= 1, . . . . s - 1, and each T,, i = 1, . . . . Zj, let T,, m E 
Inji,l > ...2 nji,p(ji) }, be those s-parallelepipeds T,, v = 1, . . . . I which share Tji as 
their common j-facet. For T,, there are 2”-j (s” j) j-parallelepiped facets. 
We enumerate these 2”-j(,Tj) j-facets by any ordering and denote the uth 
j-facet by (w”‘, . . . . wuZj) where w”‘= w”‘(u), i= 1, . . . . 2’. Then the index vu’ 
of wU’, i = 1, . . . . 2j, has s-j equal components, say, 
qz= . . . =yjtu:u=l or -1 
for v = 1, . . . . s-j, where 1 < i, <s since (w”, . . . . wu2j) is a j-facet of T. 
Hence, we may set 
and 
1-f' 
- * o(d) : ji, + 2 . . . + pi,-, < 2”-J 
fij,u=Nj,u 
j- 1 2s-p(,Tp) 
u u, NPJJ. 
p=l 
Fix a T,, m E {nji, 1, . . . . IZ,,,(~~,}, and assume that Tji = (w”‘,“I, 
some U, 16 u < 2”-‘( s fj). Then we require that 
fiPFl r, (wmsU’ 
if Tji # T; 
if Tji = Tk 
i- lr 
,W m,uz,) for 
(5.2.18) 
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for /jeNj+= (R$“))l fij,;,, where {c,: BE (R,“!d)))-l Hj+> is a set of real 
numbers which contains at least one nonzero element. For the other TP’s, 
P E lnji, 1 ) ...3 nji,/(ji) > \m, we obtain &?F 1 TP (w P*ui(p)) from the corresponding 
coefficients of FIT, and we use them to determine the coefficients of Fl TP 
by applying Theorem 42.2, where /? E (R$j,) ~’ ??j,u(p,, 
(c) For j = s and each F 1 T,, v = 1, . . . . 1, we require that 
IjflJ’(~~%~) = 
i 
0 if a,# T; 
9 if T,, = TS, 
(5.2.19) 
for peNS= (c~EZS+, c! < o(d)}\&:: u:IpI(s3 N,,.. 
By applying Theorem 3.2.4, we see that F 1 rV is uniquely determi 
the conditions (5.2.17)-(5.2.19) and that FE C”~‘~” across each j 
sional manifold of the partition is confirmed in view of (5.2.1 
Theorem 4.2.2. Therefore, FE ,$; i.e., F is a vertex spline in Vi. Thus, we 
have completed the proof of the theorem. 
It is now easy to construct the basic vertex splines for a given 
parallelepiped partitioned region D provided that r 3 0 and d3 2”r + 1. The 
procedure is as follows: 
1” For each 0-parallelepiped Toi in D, i= 9, . ..) I,, and for each y with 
/ y / 6 2”- ‘r, Pet U& be in P’S, c 3: with parameters cg = 6,,, I /I / 6 2”- ‘Y. 
2” For each j, j= 1, . . . . s- 1, and each j-parallelepiped TIP;, in II, 
i = 1, . ..) I”,, and for y E (R$$,)-” flj ucjij, let UJZ be in VT c ??> with 
parameter cP = 6,,, /I E Zj,, = (R$jir)” fij,ucjij. 
3” For each s-parallelepiped T, in D, v = 1, . . . . 1, and y E N”, let Uz, be 
in Vz c 3; with parameters cg = 6,,, b E N”. 
Let 3 be the collection of all vertex splines h/‘: and e/z, constructed as 
above. Clearly, 8 is a linearly independent set in 3:~ FolIowing the same 
argument as in the proof of Theorem 5.1.2, we have 
THEOREM 5.2.2. For a given parallelepiped partitioned region D, 
basis of s&. 
To study the approximation order of s&, let us take a detour by 
considering the Banach space Ck+m(K) with norm lI~ll~+~= 
&a,<k+nz //Dav~ico~ where Kc R” is a closed and bounded set with 
Lipschitz continuous boundary. Let Ck+“(K)/nk be a quotient space with 
quotient norm I /I . /j Ik+m defined, as usual, by 
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Denote by It:lk--j= &a,=k+j/ID?.I/, for cECktm/zk. We need the 
following result, namely which may be used as a substitute for the result of 
Bramble and Hilbert [6] in proving Theorem 5.1.3. The following lemma 
is required. 
LEMMA. There exists a constant C such that 
I ,IBII k+m<c(il /G/k(j) forall U”ECk+m/nks 
ProoJ Let N=dim(nk)=(kzs) and {gi: l<iiN} be a basis of the 
dual space of rrk. Let us view gj, 1 < id N, as linear functionals on 
Ck+“(D) by the Hahn Banach Extension Theorem. Observe that for a 
pE~k,wehavegi(p)=0,1di~~,ifandonlyifp=Osince{gi,I~idN} 
is a dual basis of zk. We claim that there exists a constant C such that for 
all D E Ck’-m(D), 
f Iulk+j+ 5 I gd’)I . 
je 1 i--l 
Indeed, if this were not true, then there would exist a sequence {a[}, v1 in 
Ck+m(o), such that 
0) IIvlllk+m= 1, and 
Since II u[ II k+lG I,Z/'Ilik+m= 1, (vI) is a bounded and equicontinuous family 
in Ck(o) and by the Ascoli Theorem contains a subsequence {vIV} such 
that 
where v0 E Ck(o). Since lim,, o. I 0~1 k+ 1 = 0 by (ii), we see that 
{ vl,} E Ck’ ‘(D) is a Cauchy sequence with lim, _ co II vlV - u0 Ilk+ I = 0. 
Therefore, II D”vO /I cc, = lim, ~ m II D%lP II ~ = 0, I a I = k + 1. It follows that 
~~~77~. Now, by (ii) 
g,(v,) = lim g,(v,) = 0, 1 d id N, 
Y rm 
which implies that v0 = 0. Again, since lim,, 3. CT! 1 j v,lk+ j= 0, (v,“} 
is a Cauchy sequence in Ck+“‘(D) and lim, _ :x) (1 vl, - Q II k+m = 
lim,,, IIVIv-O:lk+m= 0 and this contradicts (i). 
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For each veCk im (D), let p, E nk such that gi(C 4-p,) = 0, f < z’< 1v. It 
follows from the above claim that 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
With the aid of this lemma, we can verify 
theorem 5.23. Suppose that j’ E Cd(D), d > 29 + 1, and s > 1. Then 
inf (1 f- s jj ri < Chdf 1 max 1: 0”s Ii ?j, 
s c .i”d d. l<lzl<ad 
where h is the maximum of the diameters of all para2lelepiped.T in D and C 
is a constant independent of,f and h. 
ProuJ: Let us define a map M: Cd(D) -+ s;(D) by 
MJ’(x)= $ c Dy(T,J bgx) 
i= 1 /y: <2s-‘r 
Clearly, M: C”(D) -+ T?:(D) is an interpolation operator and it can be 
shown that Mp =p for any p E red by verifying that Mp interpolates p on 
each parallelepiped, using induction and applying Theorem 4.23. 
For a fixed x E D, consider 
It is clear that F(f) satisfies 
and ;yndF'f )I d Cl C;‘? o h’ I J’ I I f or some constant C, independent off 
(ii) P(p)=0 for all PE7cd. 
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Let us first assume that h = 1. Clearly, 
IF(f)l=IF(f+P)ldCl: If+PII=C, IIf+PIlsd 
I=0 
for any p E red. It follows that 
I F(f)1 d c1 I II PI lld 
By the above lemma, 
(s- 1)d 
IF(f)16C1111j‘Illsd~C2 c Ifld+jEC max IPPfllm. 
j=l d+l$lpl<sd 
Now for any h > 0, we simply let x = hy, g(u) =f(hy), and b = { y : hv E D}. 
Then the maximum of the diameters of all parallelepipeds of b induced 
from that of D is 1. Thus, 
(se1)d 
I J’;(f)1 = I E(g)I 6 CT C I gld+j 
j=l 
(s-1)d 
=C2 C hd+‘If Id+j 
j=l 
< Chd+ 1 max II Dpf II cc 
which completes the proof of the theorem. 
5.3. Mixed partitioned regions in R2 
Let D be a mixed partitioned region in R2. We first prove the existence 
result by outlining the construction procedure. 
THEOREM 5.3.1. Let d>4r + 1, r 30. For each vertex (or edge) of D, 
there exists at least one vertex spline in pd with support given by the union 
of those cells (triangles or parallelograms) which share the given vertex (or 
edge). In addition, for r > 2 and any given cell (triangle or parallelogram), 
there exists at least one vertex spline in 3: whose support is this given cell. 
However, there is no nontrivial function V: in g:(D) whose support is a 
single triangle. 
Proof (i) Construction of Vi c 3:. 
Let V be a vertex in the mixed partitioned region D and let S,, 
v = 1, .,,) I, be the cells (triangles or parallelograms) in D which have V as 
one of their vertices. Let Ty, i= 1, . . . . I,, and T:, i= 1 , . . . . I,, be all the ver- 
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tices and edges of U’, = 1 D,, respectively, and F be a piecewise polynomial 
supported on t) ‘, = r S, such that 
if S, is a triangle 
if S, is a parallelogram. 
To ensure that FE S;, we specify the Bezier nets of FIsLy v = 1: . . . . 1, as 
follows: 
(a) For Ty, i= 1, . . . . I,, we require that 
DpF( T;) = 
0 if TP#V 
CD if TP= V, 
(53.1) 
for 1 B / d 2r, where (cP : / /? 1 d 2e) is a parameter set of real numbers whis 
are not all equal to zero. 
(b) For each Tj, i= 1, . . . . I,, there are four cases to be considered: 
(1”) only one cell intersects with Ti; (2”) two triangles share Tl; (3”) two 
parallelograms hare T,!; and (4”) one triangle S,, and one parallelogram 
S,, share T,!. For the first three cases, our interpolation conditions of F are 
the same as those in the proofs of Theorems 51.1 and 5.2.1. For the final 
case, we let Ti = (w’, w’) and require that I7 s,, satisfy 
(5.32) 
for (D1,P2)~{(B1,P2); O~B2~~,0~B1<d-2r,B1+82>2r), w 
S,, = (w!, w’, v). Also, we obtain, by using Theorem 4.3.1, 
(53.3) 
where (P1,P2)~{(/jl,P2):O~82~r, 2rdP1+P2, @GPi<d-2r+ 
from the corresponding coefficients of FISV, and use (5.3.3) to determine 
appropriate coefficients of F] s,,. 
(c) For each S,, v= 1, . . . . , 1 there are two cases to be considered: 
(1”) S, is a triangle and (2”) D, is a single parallelogram. Our interpolation 
conditions on S, for cases (1”) and (2”) are the same as those in the proofs 
of Theorems 5.1.1 and 5.2.1, respectively. Clearly, FI s, is uniquely deter- 
mined by the conditions (a) through (c) by the application of 
Theorems 3.1.5 and 3.2.4. That FE C*’ at each vertex follows by observing 
(5.3.1) and that FE C(D) may be confirmed by applying Theorems 4.12, 
4.2.2, and 4.3.1. Hence, F is a vertex spline in 3:. 
(ii) Construction of VT c Q. 
Let T= ( wl, w”} be an edge of D and let S,,, S,, be two cells that share 
T. Then there are three cases to be considered: (1 “f SV,, S,, are two 
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triangles; (2”) S,,, S,, are two parallelograms; and (3”) S,, is a triangle and 
S,, a parallelogram. For the first two cases, we have shown the construc- 
tion of V: with support given by S,, u S,, as in the proofs of 
Theorems 5.1.1 and 5.2.1. For case (3”) let F be a piecewise polynomial 
function supported on S,, u S,, with 
where S,, = (w’, w2, v’) and S,,= (w’, w2, v’, v’). To ensure that FE ,f& 
we specify the Btzier nets of F[s,, and FISv2 as follows: 
(a) For VE (w’, w2, VI, v2, v3}, we require that 
DBF(v) = 0, / CI 1 < 2r. 
(W For FIS,,,y we require that 
Dpdz ,J$, ,F(wl)=cg 
for (P1,82)EN’=((P1,82):O~82~r, P1+02>2r, O<fi,<d-2r-l), 
where the c,is arc parameters which are not all equal to zero. We may then 
determine b,, kj, O<k<r, 2r-k<j<d-2r+k of FISv2. Also, we impose 
the conditions 
and 
Dti vjDtl” v3F(~3)=0 
Dtl’2-,J&F(v3) =O 
for (PI, ,02) E N’. For Flslz, we require that 
D$-V,DC;,2-VJ(~‘)=0, 
0:; .,D$ JV1)=O, 
and 
D” 1 Dh 
W2 - “2 “I - v2 F(v2) = 0, 
for Ml, P2)~N1. 
(c) For Fi sV,, we require that 
DB,: & v3F(v3) = 0 
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for (B1,P2)EN2=((P1,P2);2Y<81+P2<d-r, r<J,<d-2v, r<p,< 
d- 2r j. For PI S,,,  we require that 
for u31J2)~~3=uPJ2)> r<fil<d-r, r<fi2<d-r). 
Clearly, by Theorems 3.1.5 and 3.2.4, PI + is uniquely determined by the 
conditions above. Also, F is in C2’ at all the vertices by the requirement in 
(a), and that FE C(D) may be confirmed by the condition (b) and by 
applying Theorem 4.3.1. Therefore, FE pd. 
(iii) Construction of Vi c 9; 
Let T be a cell of D. Then T is either a triangle or a parallelogram. The 
construction of a vertex spline on T is similar to that given in the proofs 
of Theorem 5.1.1 or Theorem 5.2.1, respectively. This completes the proof 
of the theorem. 
Let us now construct the basic vertex splines for a given mixed parti- 
tioned region D = IJ’,= I S, in R’* as follows: 
1” For each vertex TOi, i= 1, . . . . I,, of the partitioned region I) and 
y E Zl with 1 y I d 2r, let Vii be a function in Vi c L!?:(D) supported on the 
union of cells of D that have TOi as one of their vertices with parameters 
cp=hh, IBI <2r. 
2” For each edge T,,, i= 1, . . . . I, of (the partition of) .D and 
y = (yl, y2) E N’, let V!i be a V: c &(D) supported on the union of cells of 
D that share TIi with parameters cB = 6,,, j? EN’. 
3” For each .triangle T2i and y E N2, let VyZi be in Vie,!?‘,(D) a 
supported on T2i with parameters cg = 6,,, p E N*; and for e 
parallelogram Tbi, and y E N’, let Pzj be a function in Vi c g&(D) sup 
ted on Tii with parameters cg = 6,,, /? E N3. 
Let B be the collection of all basic vertex splines so constructed. Then 
the following results can be derived in the same manner as before. 
THEOREM 5.3.2. For any given mixed partition region D, B provides a 
basis of L?‘,(D). 
THEOREM 5.3.3. Suppose that f E C2d(D), d > 4r + I. Then 
inf /I f-,sj/,<Chd+l max II @f II cc 3 
SE Sd d+1<1/3<2d 
where h is the maximum of the diameters of the triangles or para~le~~gram~ 
of D and C is a constant independent off and h. 
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6. APPLICATIONS TO L2 AND Z2 APPROXIMATION 
WITH INTERPOLATORY CONSTRAINTS 
We now apply the vertex splines developed in Sections 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 
to least-squares approximation with interpolatory constraints. Assume that 
D c R” is a simplicial partitioned region or parallelepiped partitioned 
region (or mixed partitioned region if D c R2). Let V denote the set of all 
vertices of D and I= (E E ZS, : 1 CI 1 6 2”-‘r} and 1, a subset of Vx I which 
we will call an index set for interpolatory constraints. Note that I, may 
be empty. The problems of L2 or I2 approximation with interpolatory 
constraints can be stated as follows: 
(L2-Ic) Given a function f: D + R, find the super spline S+,!?;(D), 
where d> 2”r + 1, r > 0, such that 
IIf-~~ll.,2=~~f{IIf--ll~,2: s E &and D%(v) = D’f (v), (v, a) E I,>. (6.1) 
Here II g II D 2 = (SD I &)I2 dx) . 1’2 Note that when I, = @, Problem (6.1) is 
the usual i2 approximation problem. (See [S] for example.) 
,,tZ-;T y 
rven only sample data {(y,, f (y,), w,), i= 1, . . . . L} with weights, 
, L, where Y= (yj}fcD such that if any (v, a)eI,, then 
v ; Y, ‘find a’ super spline sre $(D), d > 2” r + 1, 2 0, such that 
IIf-g2,W =inftIIf--112,,: s E $ and D’s(v) = D”f (v), (v, cx) EI=} (6.2) 
and give a uniqueness criterion. Here, I( f I/ 2, w = (Cf= 1 wi / f (yi)12)lj2. The 
weights w = (wi} may be normalized so that CfZ r wi = 1. Usually, the 
quantity of data {y,. f (y,), wi} f ’ IS very large so that we will always assume 
that LB M, where M denotes the dimension of &(D). Note that when 
I, = @, the problem becomes usual Z2 approximation. 
Denote by Vi, i = 1, . . . . M, all the basic vertex splines in pd(D) con- 
structed in Section 5.1, 5.2, or 5.3 accordingly. Also, let V;, y be the basic 
vertex splines in VS, that satisfy DyV&(u)= 6,, “cJ~,~, where (v, a)~1,. 
For simplicity, we rearrange if necessary so that {Vi: i= 1, ,.., M-m} = 
{ Vi: i = 1, . . . . W\N,,: (v, e&L where m = #I, is the cardinalty of 
the index set I,. Then, clearly Problem (L2-I,) is equivalent to solving the 
linear system 
[AJc = b, (*I 
where A,=S, V,(x) Vj(x) dx, i, j= 1, . . . . M-m, c= (c,, . . . . c,~,)~, and 
b= (b,, . . . . b,_,)’ with 
D”f (v) G,,(x) 
> 
v,(x) dx. 
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Observing that Vi(x), i= 1, . . . . M-m, are linearly independent, we note 
that the (k-m) x (M-m) Gramian matrix [Aij] is nonsingular and (*) 
has a unique solution c = (c,, . . . . cM ,)‘: We also note that A, can be 
easily computed by using Lemma 2.12 or Lemma 2.2.2, and hi may be 
estimated by using some quadrature formula in numerical computation. 
We state this simple result for completeness. 
THEOREM 6.1. Problem (L2-I,.) has a unique solution Sr in the super 
spline space g&(D), d> 2’r + 1 and r 2 0, where 
M m 
$tx)= C D”f(v) vz,,(x)+ C cjvi(x) 
(V.Z)F& i-l 
with c = (c,, . . . . c~)~== [A,] l b. 
By using Theorem 51.3, Theorem 5.23, or Theorem 53.3, we easily 
obtain 
THEOKEM 6.2. Let d 3 2’r + 1 and consider f E C”- 1 (Df if D is a simpli- 
ciul partitioned region or f E Crd( D) if D is a parallelepiped partitioned region 
in R” (or a mixed partitioned region in R’). Then 
where C depends only on the function J: 
We now turn to the study of Problem (1’4,). Again, let Vi(x), 
i = 1, . . . . M - m be the basic vertex splines in s;(D) as above. We will use 
the notation 
4= (V,(Sl)% ..., vj(Y,))T3 i= 1, . . . . A&m, 
and f= (ffy,), . . ..f(y.))‘: Further, let 
and g= (T(y, ‘j, . . ..y(y.))‘. Clearly, Problem (Z2-I,) can be reformulated as 
follows. Determine c = (c,, . . . . c,,,, m)T such that 
Since li, i= 1, ,,., M-m, are not necessarily independent, Problem (/‘-I,.) 
may have more than one solution. Following Hayes [IS], we give a 
uniqueness criterion as follows: Let X be the set of solutions to (6.3). Then 
we consider the following “adaptive” l*-approximation problem: 
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(1*-I,)’ Determine if= CE”=;“’ ci Vi+ &,,,,,1C D*f(v) I$, v E 9: that 
satisfies (6.2) and 
(yzr lci~‘)“*=inf{(~~, lai12)1’2, (u,,...,a,-,)‘EXj. (6.4) 
Then we have the following result. 
THEOREM 6.3. Problem (Z2-I,)’ has a unique solution in $, where 
d32”r+ 1. 
Proof. Let 
i( 
M--m M--m 
P= 1 ai vi(yl), . . . . 1 aiVi(yL)): (ai, . . . . aM-m)Te x 
i=l i= 1 I 
={(kl’.‘~Mpm)(al, . . . . aM-m)T: (al )..., aM-,)TEX) 
and $, j= 1, . . . . k, be a basis of the null space of (Zr . . . ZMpm). Then it 
follows that 
where y* = (a?, . . . . a&;_,)TEX. 
Hence, it follows that (6.4) is equivalent to 
which will give a unique solution, since qr, . . . . qk are linearly independent. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Actually, as is well known, Problem (Z2-1,)’ may be solved by using the 
Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse; that is, s^r =CC,,,, E ,e D”(v) I’:, v + 
CE”=;” ciVii, where c= (c,, . . . . cM-,JT is the limit of 
((I1 ‘.‘zM-m)* tzl . ..I._,)+&I)-‘(z,...z,_,)*T 
as s+O+ and I is the identity matrix (cf. Luenberger [23]). 
The important question is how well $f approximates f. The answer is 
somewhat delicate since iY does not necessarily converge to f as the number 
of sample data increases and the size of the simplices or parallelepipeds 
decreases to zero. However, if the sample data are fairly dense on a subset 
E of D, we may still expect $,. to be close to f on E. In this respect, we need 
the notation 
d,=max min Ix-y’]. 
xsE l<i<L 
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In addition, set 
6,=min(wi: Y’EE} 
and let A, be the minimum of the radii of the balls inscribed in the (simpli- 
cial or parallelepiped) cells that have nonempty intersection with E. 
Let E c D be a subdomain which is the union of some parallelepipeds d,, 
i= 1, . . . . L^, that are parallel to the coordinate hyperplanes and each of 
which contains at least one Y’E E. We also need the constant C(d) of the 
Markoff inequality on multivariate polynomials in the L2 norm. This is 
defined by 
C(d) = max 
a 
I II 
-Pd 
I/Pdlln= 1 axi Q’) 
i = 1, . . . . s 
where D is either the standard simplex (0, el, . . . . 2) with ei= 
(0, . . . . 0, I, 0, .~., 0) or the unit cube [0, l]“, and the maximum is taken over 
all norm-one polynomials pd of degree d, which may be the total degree or 
coordinate degree depending on $2. 
We are now ready to state the next result. 
THEOREM 6.4. Let E be a subset of D with 
C(d) d”/ < A,. 
Then for any f~ C d + ‘(0) if D is a simplicial partitioned region, or f E Csd( 
zy D is a parallelepiped partitioned region (or a mixed partitioned region 
in R”), 
where f= {f (yi)>, i= 1, . . . . L, if is the unique solution of Probbm (Z2 - I,.)‘, 
and the constant K depends only on f 
ProoJ Let 
s,=s^riv & W-(v) v;,, 
1 c 
Since 
Is-j,:,,+‘l jd, l(~--sf)(x12 dx)l” 
= i /(s-s&~Jl* vol(di)j’:i 
( i=l 
~l/S--‘llrnE,ww2 
fj I(s-ssf)(ti)- (S-sf)(Yn,)lZ vQl(dil 
m 
i=l 
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we have 
or 
11 f- % 11 E,2 G 11 f-s 11 E,2 + I/ s - %I1 E, 2 
IIs-s,jlE,,< 1 -Y&f) 
( 
-1 
w2 IIS--fIIYnE,w. 
E 
Hence, 
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< vol(E) I/ f- s 11 E, co 
~volu3 f -SIID,m 
+2 l-~Q’)-’ b,‘” lls-fllY,2 
( E 
which, in view of Theorem 5.1.2, Theorem 5.2.3, or Theorem 5.3.3, yields 
the desired result. 
Remark. We may generalize the above study to Lp and Ip approxima- 
tion, 1 <p < co, and similar results can be established. 
7. EXAMPLES OF VERTEX SPLINES 
For simplicity, we consider only examples of vertex splines in 9: in R2 
and present their polynomial pieces in terms of the BCzier nets (see 
Figs. 7.1-7.7). Pictures of these vertex splines on various supports are also 
included in this section (see Figs. 7.8-7.35). 
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0 -o-o--o-o-o 
$,k +k+l 
FIG. 7.1. O-Vertex spline V&y”’ 
0 -0-o --o--o--o 
X+ +k+l 
FIG. 7.2. O-Vertex spline I/‘!,‘) 01 
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o-o-o-o-o-o 
#,k Xi,k+l 
FIG. 7.3. O-Vertex spline b’g’) 
&k-l 
.#+2 .k+2 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
FIG. 7.4. O-Vertex spline VA?“’ 
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. /- -\ ~ * 
l i”” 
gkakl gkilak2 o ’ 
i 
I0 \ i \ ,o’ 0 0 0 0, , 1 
o~-.-o-()-o-o‘; 
xi,k ,&ki 1 
FIG. 7.5. O-Vertex spline Vhf*‘) 
1 . 
’ /O O\ _ m i 
t 
l ,P 
hk ek+l 
\- 0 
ekakl ektlak2 o 
/ \ 
/o O O O 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
x&k Xi.k f 1 
FIG. 7.6. O-Vertex spline 
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'0 
0 
0 
10 
OA 
0 
10 
o/ 
Lo/ 
FIG. 7.7. l-Vertex spline Y,, 
(4.0,4.0) 
(4.0,l.O) 
FIG. 7.8a. The support of vertex splines shown in Figs. 7.10-7.15 
b 
(0.9,4.1) (4.0 
(1.1.1.0) 
1.0) 
(4.1,l.O) 
FIG. 7.8b. The support of vertex splines shown in Figs. 7.16-7.21 
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Suppose that D is a simplicial prtitioned region. Let xi = (xi,, xi) 
vertex of the partition of D which may be an interior or boundary vertex 
and (x’, x~*~, x~*~+‘), k= 1, . . . . I = 1(x’), be the I?-simplices in D which 
xi as the common vertex, where xi”+’ = x’,l if xi is an interior vertex. 
each xi, we construct the O-vertex splines V&, / y / d 2, supported on 
ii;= 1 (x’, Xi,k, Xi,k+ 1 ). For each l-simplex (x”‘, xi,‘), let (x”l, x’,‘, xi,‘> 
and (x”, xi,‘, xi,“) be the two 2-simplices whose intersection is (xi*‘, xi,‘)~ 
.5,2.5) 
FIG. 7.9a. The support of vertex sp!ines shown in Figs. 7.22-7.27 
1,2.5) 
FIG. 7.9b. The support of vertex splines shown in Figs. 7.28-7.33 
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318 CHUI AND LA1 
MULTIVARIATE VERTEX SPLYNES 
320 CHUI AND LA1 
MCLTIVARIATE VERTEX SI’I.KES 
322 CHUI AND LA1 
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324 CHUI AS;n LA1 
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332 CHUI AND LA1 
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We construct the 
2-simplices. The 
Figs. 7.1-7.7. Set 
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l-vertex spline V;i supported on the union of these two 
Btzier nets of these vertex splines are displayed in 
6(Xi,k, Xi,k + 1, Xi,kp 1) 
akl ia(xi,k+l,Xi, Xi,k-l)+d(Xi,k, Xi,k+l, Xi,k-l)’ 
qx i,k+l , &c+Z, &k) 
ak2=6(Xj,k+2,Xi,Xi,k)+6(Xj,k+l,Xi,k+2, Xi,k)’ 
bk = f (x:‘- xf), l ik ck = j (x; -xi), 
dk=&x$k-x;)2, 
1 ek = - (x;“- x;,‘, 
20 
g,=k (x:’ - xi)(xi” - x;,, 
g=$ [(X$k+l - x;)(xik - x;) + (Xijk+ 1- x;,(x:” _ xf,], 
h,=~(x;“-x~)(x:“+l-x:); 
and 
li = @x”l, $32, x”‘) 4 = q+l, $92, x’,4), 
(1.0,2.5) (2.525) 
\ 
(3.0,0.9) (4.0,0.9) 
FIG. 7.34. The support of the l-vertex spline shown in Fig. 7.35 
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where, as usual, we write xi = (xf , xi), xiak = (xijk, xi;“) and denote by 
1 x; x; 
6(x1, x2, x3)=4 1 x: x: 
1 x; x; 
the signed area of the 2-simplex (xl, x2, x3). 
We conclude with graphs of vertex splines on various supports 
(Figs. 7.8-7.35). 
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